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THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS

introduction

Objective of this study.

In the general area of inservice training and curriculum development a

significant level'of innovation occurred over the past decade. A variety of

new and promising instructional models have been designed and are being imple-

mented which offer alternatives to the traditional models used for the public

schools. The purpose of this study is to identify and describe various new

instructional models, to interrelate the diverse components of the different

models, and to identify a set of variables which are common to each of the new

models.

Reform efforts in education have typically been piecemeal-and located with-

in only one or two of the sub-systems of the entire school program needing

change, and there has been a pervasive lack of awareness of the necessity of

tight coordination. Certainly individuals who conceptualize a new model for

decision making, or invent a new scheduling process deserve encouragement, but

their mere promise that these changes will improve the educational process to

any extent is not sufficient; the revision of these sub-components will yield

very little unless they are, as Briggs suggests (1971), related to each other

and to the larger piCture of schooling and education. The problems facing pub-.

lic education call for a cooperative interaction of the various elements of an

educational system, where gains in the coordinated efforts may be greater than

the gains of the independent endeavors of the separate, elements. Educators

have with astigmatic self-security been reaping the small gains of independent

efforts; we must now, however, begin to move toward a strategy of innovation

which considers the comprehensive view of a school system and a more systema-

tic approach to educational change. Perhaps we should listen more closely to

Suggestions like those offered by the Center for Coordinated Education at the
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University of California, Santa Barbara (1966), and plan changes in our educa-

tional sub - systems so that the orchestration.of these interrelated innovations

results in development of a synergism.

This report describes various new instructional models being developed; it

may be complimented with other studies to form a fairly comprehensive statement

of reform strategies for educational improvement.

Methods and Sources

A very simple design, dictated by the funding source, was used in this

study, which required an extensive search of the literature related to thee

development of new educational instructional models, an analysis of the various

models, and the conceptualiiation of a framework of variables found in the

models which were identified.

The literature search was designed to yield a comprehensive listof new

instructional models..Proliferating a long list of identical models, which dif-

fered perhaps in name only, was not considered important. Once all of the

models which appeared to be unique had been selected, the investigator con-

sidered each separately and identified the variables which indeed made it

unique. A detailed search of all related ERIC documents was made, Disserta-

tion Abstracts was surveyed, as was the Educational Index, The Current Index to

Journalsof Education, The Reader's Guide to Periodical-Literature, The Cumula-

tive Book Index, and The Subject Guide to Books in Print. An extensive survey

of the bibliographies of related education monographs was also carried but.

The descriptors used in the study for identifying relevant sources of informa-

tion were:

Independent Study House Plan
Continuous Progress Inter-disciplinary Curriculum-



Advanced Placement
Ability Grouping
Performance Contracting
Individually Prescribed Instruction
Individually Guided Education
?diddle School
Amphitheater Schools
The Stoddard Plan
Multi-unit School
Portal School
School-within-a-school
Non-graded School

Computer Assisted Instruction
Programmed Instruction
Daily Demand Schedule
Team Teaching
Parkway Plan
Sidewalk School
Store Front School
Three-tiered School
Differentiated Staffing
Flexible Sdieduling
Street Academy

Descriptors were also identified to discriminate between the literature

relevant to this study, and related areas which are being considered in other

independent investigations.

The descriptors of non-relevant sources included:

variables of'change process
dissemination and diffusion
commitment
community based change,agencies
recruitment-
educational reward system
role of local education agencies
role' of statereducation agencies
development of new teacher talent training models
research and development efforts
educational needs assessment

The literature search resulted in a bibliography of more than 1000 related

articles, reports, monographs, films and working papers. These were subse-
,

Auently examined for their content, and through the use of.the form found in

appendix A, were screened for their value to the study. Consequently, those

which were considered highly relevant became the data source for this report

and appear in the bibliography.

Reporting_Format

An analysis of the literature convinced this author that the development

of an instructional model is based on the mani?ulation of rather standard

components of an educational system. Considerable investigation of a variety

of educational innovation and a two-year conceptual study of staffing innovation
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has led to the adoption of a system for describing and classifying instructional

models. Stogdill (1966) and Burns (1964) influenced this author's definition

of model building and model analysis. The components which might be considered

sub-syptems of an instructional model, have been grouped into eleven categories::

Gibbons (1971) identifies 15 components of individualized instruction which

proved to be useful in arriving at these categories. This investigator modi-

fied the classifications suggested by Gibbons and borrowed from a conceptual

framework of organizational structural innovations'(DeBloois, 1970), and from

a system for analyzing resource utilization (Beard, et al, 1971) to arrive at

the eleven categories listed below:

1) General model purpose
2) Environmental setting of model
3) Decision patterns established by model
4) Student grouping patterns prescribed by model
5) Instructional group settings
6) Teaching focus of model
7) Staff function implied by model
8) Teaching methods implied by model
9) Time usage prescribed by model

10) Socio-psychological factors suggested in model
11) Evaluation structures .provided in model

In section I, various new instructional models are identified. The cri-

teria are given which were used to distinguish full-blown instructional models

from change strategies or from sub-components of an instructional model.,

Section II describes in some detail each model which was identified in section

I. These descriptions included a comparison of the various models across

eleven components of an instructional system listed above. Section III con-

tains a glossary of innovations or 'instructional model sub-systems which are

being developed, but which do not meet the criteria established for their being

considered a new instructional model. This section could be considered a

smorgasbord of strategies one might adopt to develop a new instructional model.

Since the designation of what comprises a new model was established somewhat

arbitrarily by this author, some innovations found in Section III may be
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considered out of place by, the reader. If the innovation in question does not

restructure the elements of at least 3/4 of the category headings listed in

Table II, it is not considered a new instructional model.
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SECTION I

IDENTIFYING THE COMPONENTS OF
AN INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL

Educators across the country are asking themselves what can be done to

improve instruction and increase gains made by students as they engage in

learning. These questions frequently result in hypotheses which suggest a

better way. Although there may be no empirical basis for believing that a

given change in the way education has proceeded in the past will result in

additional learning, the hypothesis may, offer considerable promise because of

its inherent logic, or as a result of its unique conception, having grown out

of an assessment of a felt need.

The literature abounds with these hypotheses which contain what may be

called face validity due to their possessing a cohesive system of logic. A

problem most educators face is the vast range of individual differences

War

existing within a group of youngsters. ,Related to that is the typical school's

inability to diagnose the learning needs of each individual child. A ro:;onable

hypothesis might suggest a survey of the classroom student population to find

those children who appear to be similar, followed up by a change in the stu

dent grouping pattern so they may be clustered together to receive a common

strand of instruction geared to the identified need level of that group. It's

logical, and one might assume that it poses an alternative to the traditional

heterogeneously grouped classroom which will result in additional learning.

Before one seeks to validate such a hypothesid empirically, there is a prior

step of conceptual validation. Does the hypothesis include a critical mass

of variables capable of producing enough "voltage" to achieve the desired

objectives? Homogeneous grouping has not been proven to accomplish that which

seems so apparent in its rationale. Empirically, the hypothesis has not yet

been substantiated. It may be that insufficient "power" is generated to
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produce the desired gains.

Does homogeneous grouping qualify as a new instructional model? Some indi-

viduals think it does, and use this hypothesis as a core for, redesigning instruc-

tion. Others, including this author, believe that it is not a model of instruc-

tion in the larger sense of the term We contend that certain, criteria must be

met before the act of modeling is complete. Perhaps a simple analogy will

illustrate this point. A model airplane, an object which occupied many of

today's educational leaders' leisure time when they were children represented,

usually in a general way, but frequently in great detail, an actual aircraft.

Although the model seldom could not sustain flight, and had no passenger-

carrying capacity,°it provided its builder a great sense of familiarity for the

real thing. He could observe balance and proportion, and was able to learn the

relationship of the various parts to each other. The builder gained some

principles of aircraft construction and often learned of the actual functioning

of the parts of the aircraft he was modeling. Wartime news accounts of, shat-

tered gunner turrets, fractured landing struts, or a crew returning from a raid

on the only remaining of the craft's four engines often imparted real meaning

to the listener as a result of having manipulated a model of the craft in ques-

tion.

Perhaps this is too simple an analogy, and since it is an analogy,. it

7undoubtedly has points which incite questions regarding its appropriateness;

but hopefully it demonstrates a principle of model building which is important

to this study. A model is a complete system, composed of many sub-systems and

components. A wing strut or a windshield may be considered independently of a .

model airplane, but when the context 'is model airplane building, the wing strut

or windshield is obviously a component of the model. Educational sub-systems

also exist separately of an educational model, and may be considered indepen-

dently, but confusion results when they are listed parallel with complete models.
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747's, 727's, 707's, and electrical systems might indeed by modeled in their

own right; while three of the models are complete and capable of sustaining

flight, the fourth, however complete, would have considerable difficulty getting

C.

off the ground unless it was incorporated into the whole as a vital sub-system.

When I refer to a 747, one can assume there is a sub-system called an electri-

cal system. However, when I refer to an electrical system, the macro-system

is not assumed.

This establishes some ground rules for reporting on new instructional

models. The context is instruction, and the modelishould 'depict a system Of

r instruction which is more or less complete. For the purpose of this report,

parallel classification strategies will be maintained;':that'is, when models,of

instruction are considered, they will be described and contrasted in terms of

their sub-systems and component parts. When sub-systems are being described,

a rationale will be given why they were not.considered an instructional model,

and the various components present and those not present will be specified.

Ideally, a report on the development of new instructional models would be

based on evaluations of the models on-site, using sophisticated analysis pro-

cedures. Then the investigator could place levels of confidence on the data

being reported, uncover relationships among variables which exist but which

were not believed to exist, and demonstrate the absence of relationships which

were believed to be. Short of this rather idealistic approach, the investigator

could develop comprehensive procedures to survey educational innovators and ask

them to describe the latest developments in the area of model conceptualization.

Here the investigator would not have to reply on literature which is always some-

what dated--and in the .case of this study Of identifying new instructional

model developments--hopelessly obsolete.

Few of us are able to come up with optimum situations. 'This author was

forced to rely on his recent exposure to a fairly representative and reasonably
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large number of instructional innovations, and use that level of awareness to

ferret out others with which he had no previous contact.

The personal experience of the author proved to be valuable in designing the

literature search, deriving the descriptors, and making judgements regarding

the appropriateness of the data being collect-A. Unfortunately, the indices

to educational and instructional literature do not contain a category: instruc-

tional models, and a search in this area required painstaking haystack combing

to uncover the instructional models c model components relevant to the study.

Discriminations between Models and components were always very difficult, and

continue to pose a problem even in this reporting stage of the study.

The literature search and the subsequent analysis of the data gathered

reveals a real dearth of new instructional models. Innovative components of

instruction exist in great variety and number, but rarely are they conceptual-

ized as meaningful and somewhat comprehensive systems or models of instruc-

tion which are different from the standard instructional models which have been

with us for so long. Certainly the results of this search for new instructional

models adds credence to the rationale of the Office of Education's Alternative

Schools Program which in its rationale, claimed that alternatives to present

educational practices were not sufficient--alternative schools were necessary

to make an impact on the system (University of Massachusetts, 1971).

The left hand column of table I lists the models of instruction which have

been identified. Across the top of the matrix appear the categories of instruc-

tional model components which may be manipulated in order to improve instruction.

This matrix.may be used as a crude means of discriminating among the Instruc-

tional Models reported here. A more complete description of these variables

is provided in table II which will be completed for each instructional model

in sectioniII. A couple of examples may demonstrate why this method of reporting
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Leicestershire Schools

Non-graded School
Appropriate Placement School
Continuous Progess Plan

S S S P S S P

SSPPSSOSS

School-Within-A4!chool S S P P S P S S

House Plan

Flexibly Staffed School
Differentiated Staffing

S P P b S P P P

Multi-Unit School. S SPSPPPPS
Individually guided Education

Three-Tiered School S S S P P P S P P

Philadelphia Parkway Program
School Without Walls

Middle.School

P P'PSSPSP

SSSPSS'SSP

P = Primary Emphasis
S = Secondary Emphasis
0 = No Real Emphasis
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0

A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR

1.1

_____

___.

-_____

_

.

...

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

02cm coneut learninE areas
traditional space strut:lures

_
flexible classroom use
resource ccnters
student eonimons
out -of- class room i list ruction

ocean/shore
mountains/desert

,.-..

urban/rural
community facilities use

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME
.

traditional 5.-7 period day/structured elementary
school day.

block scheduling
, daily demand scheduling

open schedule

______

year around school
extended school day

___.--

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION

traditional staff use(all certified equally)
tuam.teachinE
interdiscixjjnary teaming_--
usc of instructional aides
older studen1S teachinv_ youncter students
differontiged staffing
using community volunteers (non certified)
teacher role siyciali.7.ation

___
involvement of teaehi'4.! staff in instructional

deeision-makinil
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.

Cl BUZ I CU Id IM POO IS

standard big 4 curriculum: Math, Science, English,
Social Studios`

core curriculum

::7

. i nterdi sci El i nary curri cul um
occuTat iona livor at i ono I.
soci °loll cal problems oc.1.111te.d
student centered

____ student. mastery_o f ve-, hal in formation
student mastery of iatellectual skills
student cognitive sl:i H. s development----
student attitude de vo lop:,..Int_

1

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-_size studeryt 'groups
homogeneous gro p i nil .

variable grou / ng_

_ f le xib le group i iig.
I

. advanced p 1 a cemeli t.
.,. , abil ity group i no,

.

performance based instruction
individually prsc-ribcd instruction .

, criterion referenced testing
time based instruct i on
norm referenced test i ng

r...___
i

...... continuous stud,:n t p ro 0 Cc Ss
alio-grade studclit provress
student 23 C 0a I ;1Un inf_____ .

,..._ student Si' 1 oct i on o r mite ral s
.

.
student se I ect ion o t' inst. rue tional methods
teacher paced learn in ii,_
teacher se 1 ect ion n[ materials
teacher select i on o F instructional methods
materi tits paced 10 aril ing_
situational selection of pace, materials ,

.
a nd methods

individually guided motivatiOn
student in vo 1 vemen t in instructional decision

making
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TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Cybernetic Systems
computer assisted instruction
audio-tutorial instruction
programmed instruction
programmed instructional T. .

computerized games
auto-adjunct instruction
lecture/assignmenf7JCdIraTk

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences
independent study
self directed learning (free learner,concqt)
learning contractc/contineucy management)
quest or project activity

.

.

Group Inquiry Systems
inductive teaching
simulation and games

__.......

socio-drama and role playing
collective inquiry

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

student self actualization
self actualization of inm71777onal personnel
intereersonal competence
communication
teacher professionalism

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE

parental involvement
non certified professionals used in instruction
community facilities use ._._,.

public agencies
private agencies

community controlled schools
proprietary schools
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liV ALUM' I ON ST IW (MIRES

student evaluations
student self evaluation
multidimensional performance based .

assessment by teachers
class achievement rank i nil_ hy_ teacher

no assessment

teacher evaluations
teacher self assessment
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates
intuition based administrative ratings
no assessment

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

(yost effectiveness)

accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes
against objectives)_ -

program evaluations based on standard student
a ch i evement Ind i ces 1

intuitive administrative ratings of nrogram
no assessment
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wa; ;Homed. During the past ten yenrs a c.ontrovor.,y has rnged over the

lue of reorganizing rite stnffihg pdtturns of public schooh,. :Hie con-

Lept of team teachingwhere two or more teachers jola together in -the.

planning, organization, installation and evaluation of 1111 instructional

program (Canady, 1969)--was an early method, (and one which still per-

sists) to accomplish this task. Throughout the literature this innovation

is hailed as anew model for instruction. In a few locations it has

been implemented in its "pure" form. in many sites teachers have combined

their classes and take turns carrying out the instruction.of the same

traditional classroom which'is suddenly twice as large. Regardless of

how much integrity is lost as.the concept is implemented, the point is,

that even in its most optimum form, team teaching remains one small change

in a traditional model of instruction. Team teaching,. as it is defined

in the literature, can exist with little conflict within a conventional

system, of instruction. Identical omnicapable teacher units can be paired,

to direct a standard-deparyllentalized or grade leVel unit of curriculum

Within the same rigidly constructed schedule, for basically the same

student grouping pattern. Student input into instructional objectives

need not take place, selection of materials needn't change, the pace of

r--
intruc.tion is not necessarily affected, and the whole question of method

of. instruction is left open. Then there is pre-testing, prescription,,

grading, motivation, promotion, achievement criteria, etc., all of which

may remainremain unaffected by the adoption of the team teaching concept. 'Obviously

the concept is a strategy for bringing about change, and the logic gurding

up the concept suggests that gains should be made. But they have been

limited, and the problems surrounding the implementation of a team
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structure have been myriad. An analysis of the history of the team teaching

movement suggests that while many educators believed they were indeed de-

signing a new instructional model, most failed to realize the simple fact

that changing a staffing structure is but one small part of changing the

. instructional system.

Since those early attempts at implementation of team teaching, con-

siderable conceptual effort and theoretical development has taken place

to manipulate more of the variables of instruction along with that limited

manipulation of the staffing component. The term "flexible staffing"

which is included onthe list of instructional models, is probably a mis-

nomer since the concept has been developed to the point where it constitutes

many more of the elements of instruction than those of staff-use. The

rationale for flexible staffing provided through the School Personnel

Utilization Program of BEPD/USOE (Beard, Foster & DeBloois, 1971) inter-

relates enough components of instruction for this concept to be considered

a new instructional model. The more limited concept of differentiated

staffing, like team teaching, is considered a component of teacher func-

tion in the checklist on Table II.

Other new instructional models identified include: the Non-graded

or Appropriate Placement School concept, the School Within-a-School or House

Plan concept, the Multi-unit School, the Three Tiered Schaal, the Philadelphia

Parkway Program, Leichestershire Schools, and the Middle School concept.

It is important that the reader be cautioned; the data used'to-make

these discriminations came from conceptualization efforts -- proposed models

of what should be -- not from data taken through evaluation of a model
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in operation. It is truc that for must of the models cited here a number of

successful implementations have taken place. In Section it an attempt will be

made to consider whatever data have been generated to describe the model and

Lu indicate whether it has promise tb improve instruction and thus increase

student gains.

In Section III of this report. an attempt is made to describe the sub-

components in the various categories of an instructional model and to provide

a list of "building blocks" which may be useful in the development of alterna-

tive models. The third section should be viewed as a listing of non-qualifying

innovations which may have much educational value but which offer no alterna-

tive system of instruction.



SECTION IL

NEW INSTRUCTIONAL MODELS

Within this ,section eight new instructional models are identified and

described. Data which are being generated through formative and summative

evaluation of pilot studies or early implementation attempts are used when-

ever they are available to round out a description. The bibliographical

citations for each model are not inclusive. Only those which were considered

most critical to the description of the model were selected for inclusion.

NON-GRADED SCHOOLS

As early as 1`48, Goodlad and Anderson (1963) proposed the concept of

non-graded schools as an alternative to conventional models of instruction.

Then as well as today the motivating force behind this model lay in the

inherent inability of the graded school structure to provide for the human

variability of its students. Rather than tracing the history of the adop-

tion of the graded school in this country and the subsequent disillusionment

educators have experienced; it may suffice to list the major developments

in nineteenth century USA that prompted the adoption of the graded structure,

which resulted in a set of instructional problems the non-graded model is

attempting to resolve. In this country there was the movement toward state-

supported public edudation, and educators were astonished at the economy of

the monitorial system which had been observed in England. This graded

system had an additional appeal of providing a well ordered means of educat-

ing the vastly increased numbers of children who would flock to tax supported

schools-. The few teachers who had any formal training, assisted by monitors

--usually older students, who would carry out detailed instructions--found

they could oversee the movement of large numbers of children through the
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Lion of text hooks, and nu u!dLring sahlect matter followed u,is classi-

fication or students into grades, and the system imbedded itself deeper and

deeper in the heart of instructional and economic practice.

In contrast to the distinct categories and sequential and simultaneous

movement of student groups typical of the graded structure, the concept of

Non-gradedness is based on a theory of continuous pupil progress. Accord-

ing to Goodiad and Anderson (1963) "...the differences amung children are

great, and since these differences cannot be substantially modified, school

structure must facilitate the continuous educational progress of each pupil."

In the late 1940's and early 50's the modern concept of non-graded schools

was born. (In the 1870's early opponents of the newly installed graded sys-
.,

tem unsuccessfully proposed alternatives which had an ungraded structure).

Goodlad (1955) identified ten elementary schools which had ungraded their

primary units. At that stage of conceptual development, the concept was not

much more than a proposal for changing one component of instruction. Since

that time a great deal of development has taken place which places the con-
,

cept in the category of a new instructional model in this study. In 1963

Goodlad & Anderson described the concept as "a system of organization and

nothing more," where a child's progress is viewed as it really is; irregular

and highly variable within differuc domains oflearning and in particular

skill areas. They suggested that learning was to be viewed vertically or

longitudinally rather than horizontally, and the child's prOgress would be

assessed by comparing his attainment-with his ability rather than against

that of his peers. A child would he provided more time to accomplish in

areas of difficulty, and would be free to advance rapidly in areas of strengths

with no fear of encroaching upon the work which typically wou-ld be handled the
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following year. Students would he allowed to shift to another class at

almost any time as work was completed. Although Coodlad claimed only a

system of organization, much inure was included in this early model of non-

gradedness. There was an emphatic indictment against non-promotion, and:

compelling evidence was offered to substantiate the claim that non-promotion

was harmful in the majority of instances. Curriculum considerations--the

content of instruction--were tied to the concept, aS was the timing and

pacing of learning, various approaches to student grouping, staff utiliza-

tion (team teaching), in-service training, pupil evaluation, and strategies

for concept dissemination. An analysis of the recent literature on the

non-graded school clearly points to a model of instruction made up of much

more than organizational patterns. There is no question but that the con-

cept has been developed beyond that level which provoked Halliwell's

comment (1963):

A perusal of the literature concerning the non-graded
organizational pattern indicates that in actual practice the
differences between the graded and non-graded patterns of
school organization are primarily organizational and not
curricular, and that little attention has been devoted to
exploring the possibilities for curriculum revision within
the scaffolding of the non-graded program.

Carl L. Byerly (1967) lists nine features which he determined were

common to almost all pilot non-graded programs:

1. Adjusting the skills taught and the instructional materials to the
readiness of the individual child.

2. Eliminating grade barriers which prohibit the use of appropriate
books.

3. Eliminating non-promotion.

4. Increasing staff curriculum planning and program evaluation.

5. Increasing cooperative teaching ventures.



6. Using a greater variety of instructional materials.

7. Involving parents.

8. Developing new methods of reporting student progress.

9. Increasing the administrative support of the instructional program.

Donald A. Erickson (1967) adds to this list with six criteria he devel-

oped for evaluating non graded programs. His second and fifth criterion

adds a dimension to the concept which is crucial to an instructional model.

By requiring within the concept a statement of performance objectives, and

tying the evaluation of the program to those objectives the element of

accountability is introduced. Erickson's six criteria are:

1. A clear statement of instruction objectives, sequenced to cover
the entire instructional program.

2. Sufficient variety of instructional materials at different levels
of sophistication.

3. A staff with competencies in individualizing instruction.

4. The use of grouping practices which are flexible enough to allow
for easy movement.

5. Evaluation devices based on instructional objectives.

6. Commitment to recognizing individual differences.

There is rather general agreement in the literature that non-grading

is a vertical reorganization of the school structure. The focus is on the

abilities and needs of the student rather than on a preselected body of

subject matter or a predetermined pace of instruction. It provides the

opportunity for students to progress- up an inclined spiral of learning from

the first day of formal instruction until graduation. It makes possible

the mastery of skills and development of. cognitive strategies before the

child moves on to more complex learning activities.

James N. Retson (1967) claims: "A non-graded school is one in which

the needs and abilities of youngsters are given prime consideration' and met_



without the confining inf.luenc , grade and :Age lines." I.n support of this

sentiment Richard I. Miller (1967) adds:

The nongradud schooi is one without gtade failure and/dr.
retention, in the conventional sense, it has individualized
instruction with the purpose of permitting youngsters to pro-
gress as they--individually-:;how competence to do so; and it
permits sufficient flexibility in the instructional program to
make instructional adjustments both in terms of intrapersonal
variability (differences within the individual) and in terms of
interpersonal variability (differences among individuals).

According to Robert H. Anderson (1966):

Non-gradedness is a rather unfortunate term, since it refers
primarily to what is not, rather than to what is.... The many
definitions that have been.offered differ primarily in the ele-
gance and the comprehensiveness with which they have been stated
rather than in their conceptual meaning. Without exception,
they emphasize the need to individualize instruction and to de-
velop each individual up to his full potential for physical,
social, intellectual, and civic accomplishment. And without
exception they emphasize the need to provide both differentiated
rates of pupil progress and variations in the kinds of program
offered. Many, though not all, of the definitions refer to the
need for more suitable forms of evaluating and reporting pupil
progress and'most refer to various means for individualizing in-
struction, such as pupil grouping, independent study, .and other
procedural arrangements. The titles of non-graded programs differ
too. Many use phrases like "continuous progress plan" or "Con-
tinuous growth plan."

Other characteristics have been added to this model of instruction,

such as team teaching and teacher rotation. Goodlad (1963) identified a

team teaching model he believes is appropriate (see Table III) which is

definitely interdisciplinary in its approach and appears to foreshadow the

more flexible use of staff described later in this section. Richard I.

Miller (1967) provides a rationale for rotating teachers within a non-

graded school so that they may advance with their students. Evelyn

Carswell (1967) calls for the continuous inservice training of teachers as

an integral part of the non-graded concept. For a complete description of

non-gradedness in one source the reader should see John I. Goodlad, Satur-

day. Review, (March 20, 1965, pp. 57-59).



TABLE III

Administration

2 CO-CHAIRMEN
Mathematics &
Sciences

Clerk

SCIENCES
TEAM

2 teachers
2 beginning

teachers
1 instructional

assistant

MATHEMATICS
TEAM

2 teachers
2 beginning

teachers
1 instructional

assistant

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

INDUSTRIAL
ART

BUSINESS
HOMEMAKING
TEAM

4 teachers
1 instructional

assistant

2 CO-CHAIRMEN
Humanities

Clerk

ENGLISH
TEAM

2 teachers
2 beginning

teachers
1 instructional

assistant

HISTORY
TEAM

2 teachers
2 beginning

teachers
1 instructional

assistant

ART
MUSIC
-FOREIGN

LANGUAGE
TEAM

5 teachers
1 instructional

assistant

A Team Teaching Plan of Personnel Organization
Taken from Goodlad (1966).
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A

C 6

TABLE TV

1-2

5-6

II j -6

4-5

_3-4

2-3-4

2-3 fl
1

10-11-12

10-11

9-10-11I

11. 9-10

7-8-9F

6-7-8

6-7 r---

K

K

Several possible variations in a plan of

overlapping, multiage classes

From John I. Goodlad (1966)



The vertical organization of structure so basic to the model has been

described in numerous ways and seems to be a point around h there is

still a good deal of contention. Apparently there is no or Jox pattern

for this vertical structure. For the sake of illustration, Table IV has

been taken from John I. Goodlad's book (1966) to demonstrate one pattern.

Implicit and implied components of the model are profiled on the com-

ponents checklist for a non-graded model of instruction on Table V. This

demonstrates the components of instruction emphasized in the model and

gives a means of comparing this model with other instructional models. An

analysis of the checklist indicates that while non-gradedness emphasizes

staffing innovation, student grouping patterns, performance based curricu-

lum, and new teaching methodologies, it does not directly address the ques-

tion of changing the use of instructional space, or the use of non-classroom

space for instruction. The decision patterns for instruction (who decides

what will be learned, using what materials, at what pace), and the socio-

psychological factors--the instructional climate--of student/teacher inter-

personal relations, communication, and teacher professionalism are also not

directly affected. Teacher evaluation likewise receives very little atten-

tion in the model.

Flexibly Staffed Schools

Not long ago the concept of flexible staffing was so vague and concep-

tually underdeveloped that it scarcely could have been considered a model

of instruction.. Three separate efforEa_ai. conceptual and theoretical de-

velopment have recently given this concept enough form and.internal consis-

tency that it may now be reported as a new mode f instruction. The three

efforts were carried out by four institutions. The School Personnel Utili-

zation program of,the Office of Education--in conjunction with its Leader-

Ingrit,,to AirprroA A1101-1 of 0-10 111-141071.t-N, f-e



TABLE V A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR

ro

4.1

of Instruction
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A Non-Graded Model.

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

open concept learning areas
traditional space structuresX
flexible classroom use
resource centers

---- X student commons
.

out-of-classroom instruction
ocean/shore
mountains/desert

X urban/rural
community facilities use

n

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OP TIME

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
schoolday.

block scheduling
daily demand scheduling
open schedule

X year around school___
___

X__

, X extended school day

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION

traditional staff use all certified equally)
team teaching
interdisciplinary, teaming

I_ X

X_

i

use of inst-vnctimal aides
older students teaching younger students
differentiated staffing

X using community- volunteers Leon certified)
X teacher role specialization

involvement of teaching staff in instructional
decision-making
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:2-

CURRICULUM FOCUS

standard bit 4 curriculum: Math, Science, P.nglish,

Social Studies

X core curriculum

X interdisciulinary curriculum
_____

X occitationa I/ vocat i ona l

sociological problems oriented .

K student centered

X
student mastery of verbal inforwtion

X student mastery of inteltectunlss

X
student cooitive skills dovelonnt

X student attitude development

INSTRUCCIONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-size student groups
homogeneous grouping
variable grouping

X
flexible gyouping .

advanced placement
ability grouping
performance based instruction

X individually prescribed instruction

X criterion referenced test in

X time based instruction

X norm referenced testing
continuous student progress

.
, age-grade student prouess

X student paced learning

X student se tect i on n f materials

X student 'se lect ion. o f inst ruCt ional methods

X te ache r _Laced 1 ou rn iltir

X teacher se lect i on of materials
, teacher select I on of instructional methods

X materi a l s paced lea (ming_

X

situational seluctionlof pace, materials,

and methods
individually guided motivation
student inVolvement iin instructional decision

!.

making . ;-

. .
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A COMPONENT CNCK-LIT FOR __A Non-Graar.IL.

1' I Of 110; it

X

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Cybernetic Systems
computer assisted instruction

X audio-tutorial instruction
X programmed instruction

X programmed instructional T. V.

X computerterized games

X auto-adjunct instruction

X ---lecturciassignment7T-Jedback

X

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences

X independent study

X self directed learning (free learner concept)
X learning contracts (contingency management)

X- quest or prcilTa activity

Group Inquiry Systems
inductive tenchint,

X simulation and games

X socio-drama and role playing ____.

collective inquiry

X

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL-EACTORS

student self actualization

X self actualization of instructional personnel

X interpersclnal comuetencc

X communication
teacher professionalism

COMMUNITy RESOURCE USE

parental involvement
non certified 2rofessionals used in instruction

X

community facilities use ._

public agencies
..

. .
.

_

Erivate agencies
X 'community controlled schools

. prcluietary schools
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TABLE V A COMPONENT (:DECK -LIST FOR A Nnn-Graded Model

of Instruction

X

EVALUATION STRUCTURES

student evaluations
student self evaluation

A
multidimensional performance based

assessment by teachers
class achievement ranking by teacher

X no assessment .

teacher evaluations
teacher self assessment

X
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates
X intuition based administrative ratings

X no assessment

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

(cost effectiveness)

X
accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes

against obipctives)

X
program evaluations based on standard student

achievement indices
X intuitive administrative ratings of program
X no assessment
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Massachusetts--funded the Temple City Unified School District in California

to lay the groundwork for one predominant flexible staffing model. The

Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning has invested

at least six years into the development of the Multi-unit School Program.

And the evaluation of school personnel utilization projects by the Evaluation

Training Center, Florida State University recently resulted in renewed

theoretical development of the model.

Although the Multi-unit School concept could be classified within a

flexible staffing model_category, it will be described separately for two

basic reasons: specific teacher training techniques and instructional materi-

als have been developed for the Multi-unit School Model which are unique to

that model, and secondly, the model is being piloted and validated only in

elementary schools around the country, and in this way stands somewhat apart

from other flexible staffing efforts which are not considered either primari-

ly elementary or secondary in scope.

Perhaps the best quick overview of the flexible staffing model of in-

struction can be gained from a list of flexible staffing objectives estab-

lished by the SPU program of the U. S. Office of Education. The original

list developed by the SPU program officials was evaluated through a formative

assessment procedure and revised to its present forma This list of objectives

represents the latest statement of goals, available for flexible staffing.

These are taken from a report by Beard, DeBloois and Foster (1971) and are
A

listed below:

The goal of the School Personnel Utilization Program is to improve the

teaching and learning environment in elementary and secondary schools by

finding more effective ways of organizing their teaching and administrative

staffs. In order to meet this goal the following objectives are proposed

for the SPU program.
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SPU Program Objectives

1. To orient school personnel and the public to alternative organizational
structures for schools.

2. To provide training-for school personnel in the managerial, organiza-
tional, and instructional skills required by newly adopted organizational
structures.

3. To encourage universities to provide inservice and preservice training
programs in the skills required by altertiative'-or-ganizational structures.

4. To bring into being a credentialing process for professional teachers
that includes multiple entry and exit points, and non-sequential movement
to higher certification.

5. To encourage state education agencies to seek legislatidii and to adopt
policies which provide for alternative school organizational structures.

6. To differentiate the roles of instructional personnel, as well as admin-
istrators and other personnel, on the basis of the type and amount of
responsibility assigned.

7. To differentiate salaries of instructional personnel on the basis of
their responsibilities.

8. To provide classroom instructional personnel promotional incentives which
allow them to advance in responsibility and pay while remaining teachers.
These promotional incentives should be equivalent to those provided
administrators and other non-instructional personnel.

9. To create flexible instructional time schedules.

10. Decisions should be made at the levels in the school's organizational
structure where the most information exists.

11. The school staff should engage in group problem solving.

12. The school should utilize a number of instructional strategies and should
provide a wide variety of resource's to students for facilitation of their
learning.

13. The community should participate in the implementation of the instruc-
tional program.

14. The school's in-service training programs should be designed to facili-
tate the achievement of school goals.

15. The assignment of responsibilities within the school organization should
be based in part on the individual differences of its members, their
different strengths and weaknesses, and their varied personal goals. - -
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16. Teachers, administrators, and other school personnel should participate
as peers in the school's organizational structure, though their respon-
sibilities differ as to type and amount.

17. School personnel should recognize that they must be mutually dependent
if organizational goals are to be achieved.

18. The school organizational structure should encourage its staff members
to be self-actualizing.

19. The community should participate in the setting of goals for the instruc-
tional program.

20. The school should have a system for objectively evaluating:

a. Staff, pupil, and community attitudes.
b. Cost-effectiveness of specific elements of the school program.
c. Success of its graduates, transfers, and drop-outs.
d, School program relevancy.
e. Pupil achievement in terms of school objectives.

An attempt has been made to state the objectives clearly. However, in

trying to achieve a second criterion of conciseness, their communication

value may have been decreased. Further discussion of the concepts underlying

the organizational objectives may be found in DeBloois's (1971) conceptuali-

zation of the school personnel utilization program.

Another source of definition for the flexible staffing model is a paper

being prepared by a writing team of Corrigan, DeBloois, English, Olivero,

Sharpes and Stinnett (1971), to present the "state of the art" of flexible

staffing to the U. S. Commissioner of Education. In this paper the various

descriptions given over the past half decade of the flexible staffing concept

were analyzed and condensed into ten statements.

From these statements it appears the concept of flexible staffing pur-

ports to

1. Individualize instruction for children by bringing to the school setting
new people (or retrain those there) who:can diagram learning difficulties,
and prescribe solutions.



2. Make the job of each person more rewarding psychologically as well as
financially - by establishing increased specialization of responsibili-
ties. Fiscal rewards would be consistent with performanze, not necesar-
ily with longevity, as is the case with the single salary schedule.

3. Avoid the evils of merit pay as conceived by the teachers' associations.

4. Establish accountability and responsibility for teaching and learning.

5. Create conditions which force teacher education institutions to modify
their approaches, making them more relevant, perhaps, to the needs of
out time.

6. Change the organizational structure of the school--the power for decision-
making at the level where responsibility for the execution of decisions
must take place, e.g., in the classroom.

7. Offer a career pattern for those teachers who wish to remain in the
classroom rather than be promoted away from children into administration.

8. Provide a career opportunity program for people who are poor through
well-delineated career ladder and lattice arrangements. This may be one
way to more closely bring the home and the schools together for common
causes.

9. Force needed review in the certification and credentialing procedures
and requirements.

10. Convince the public about the need for increased fiscal support on the
one hand while redeploying existing resources on the other.

Although the early models of staff differentiation were somewhat pre-

occupied in making a break with the past, teachers had tremendous difficulty

getting into a new frame of reference, thus changing the role of the classroom

teacher was frequently attempted. but seldom achieved. New roles were added

to take care of the problems of organizing and administering instruction and

the traditional role of teacher remained intact. A true differentiation of

teaching skill and more sophisticated levels of expertise were sometimes

conceptualized but hardly ever did training take place which would make their

implementation possible. Mann (1971) _quotes Dr. Fenwick English's description

of "Second Generation" models of flexible staffing to help expand the concept

of staff differentiation into a model of instruction which constructs a bridge

between the teacher's function and the pupil's needs. While the early models



focused almost entirely un structural aspects--role and sniary differentia-
!

tion--later models have begun to organize around the needs of the school

or especially the student client. English (1971) underlines this point,

"All new teaching roles (and indeed the perpetuation of old ones) must be

based upon a needs assessment of lea rs. Whatever else...it must be

learner centered." Other aspects f th educational process are taking on

more significance in many of th e't-t
models. Collegiality among the

't, V'

staff and student body of the 4'CIMf becodie an important objective.
7;!:

Accountability--that process of tell g the public what the goals of the
tt,

school are, and how well they are being achieved--emerged as an important

element of the model. In many cases the process of flexible staffing, where

the individuals of a school adopt a new,interpersonal style of interaction

and allow a new staffing form to emerge, is considered equally as important

as the products of structuring roles and salaries into vertical hierarchies.

Table VII, A Component Checklist for a Flexible Staffing Instructional

Model, demonstrates those elements which receive the primary emphasis in

this model and those which receive a lesser emphasis or no attention at all.

Unlike the classifications of other models which are made on this form, the

flexible staffing classifications are based on empirical evidence taken

from the SPU Project Evaluation which was carried out by the Evaluation

Training Center at Florida State University. Beard, DeBloois and Foster

(1971) directed a study which provides data indicating which objectives of

those found on pages 31 and 32 project personnel perceived to' be flexible

staffing objectives, and which they would like to see fully Implemented in

their school. In addition, a status study of the level of implementation

of project objectives took place. They reported teacher and administrative

perceptions of the concept which included both process and structure, with



major importance placed on accountability, diffused decision making, role

specialization, and individualization of learning.

One of the abiding criticisms of the flexible- staffing model of in-

struction by its opponents is that its main purpose lies outside the

domain of the student. The concept grew out of an attempt to improve the

lot of the teacher and has maintained this emphasis. In some cases the

criticism is valid, in others it is amiss. Projects like the one in

Temple City, California, or in Mesa, Arizona have developed models based

on objectives which clearly have improvement of learning as the major tar-

get. A survey of the literature however, leaves this investigator with

the conclusion that, in a general sense, the flexible staffing model of

instruction has a primary purpose of promoting more effective and efficient

staffing structures with increased attitude and intellectual skill devel-

opMent of the student following a close second. Flexible use of space

both in the classroom and in the school is emphasized in this model. Lit-

tle concern or attention has been given to the idea of using out-of-class-

room space, however the model's emphasis on using a wide variety of human

resources, including noncertified community volunteers, both professional

35

and lay,. seems to infer that learning should take place in many environ-

mental settings.

A primary emphasis is placed on the decision-making process in schools.

Perhaps more than any other model of instruction, flexible staffing pro-

poses that there be involvement of all those _affected by a decision in the

actual making of the decision. The instructional staff are normally otgan-

ized into representative decision-making and instructional policy setting

bodies of a school. Table VI demonstrates one such organizational paradigm.
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in this model the curriculum council' makes instructional decisions formerly

reserved for the superintendent. The Academic Senate brings more expertise

in to decision processes which the school principal once made unilaterally,

and the teaching team is the direct authority for selecting instructional

activities. Frequently student representatives are included on these

academic senates or steering committees. This emphasis on more democratic

decision making often pervades the instructional end of decision making as

well. A body of literature (Joyce, 1967), (Kline, 1971), (Fantini and

Weinstein, 1968) suggests that students join with teachers to decide what .

material will be studied, what methods will be used, and the pace of study

to be followed by individual children.

As demonstrated on the Check-list in Table VII, student grouping pat-

terns are not a dominant feature of the model. There is evidence that the

model calls for a variety of different group sizes during the course of

instruction based on the instructional objectives; large group settings for

exposition, classroom groups -.for procedures, motivation and management con-

cerns, small group.settings for discussion and diagnosing, and individual

conference settings where the teacher and the student meet one on one for

remediation and counseling.

The staffing concept has not seriously addressed the need for curricu-

lum change. Implicit in the model is the belief that once existing teacher

positions are reorganized by new role descriptions, several of which are

charged with curriculum. reform and development, the curriculum will begin

to mirror the needs of the student and society. A more direct attack on

the traditional curriculum is not a feature of this model. The teaching

staff of the school is to be organized into groups of specialists. The

omnicapable teacher as a model of ,organization for the school is dismissed.
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Since differentiated roles, and flexible use of school personnel is the key

element of this model, teachers will no longer perform in areas of personal

weakness. Interdiociplinary teaming, and team teaching are also assumed by

the model.

There has always been a very close conceptual link between the concept

of flexiblescheduling and flexible staffing. As a result of this, teaching

methods required by flexible scheduling techniques have been adopted as part

and parcel of the flexible staffing model. Cybernetic systems with their

feedback loop, such as programmed instruction, learning activity packages,

computer assisted instruction, etc., which are capable of being monitored by.

a reaching aide or an intern teacher, are emphasized by the flexible staff-

ing instructional model. The use of small group conferences and the employ-_

ment of idiosyncratic systems is also typical. Open laboratory activities

independent study opportunities, and individual conferences with teachers

are vital to the successful operation of a flexible modular schedule and are

prescribed by this model of instruction. The model seems to suggest that

as long as sufficient variety is used in teaching groups of children (i.e.,

inductive teaching, simulations, sociodramas, mediated lectures, etc.), a

teacher will eventually provide for student differences. Modular scheduling

receives the primary emphasis in this model, although forms of block schedul-

ing and daily demand scheduling are commonly considered in the literature.

The Socio Psychological factors listed in the form are all of primary

importance in the model. The recent trend toward a process approach to

staffing flexibility has greatly increased the importance of this element,

according to Beard, DeBloois and Foster (1971).

Continuous evaluation and recycling is considered essential in most

models of flexible staffing submitted to the U. S. Office of Education fot



TABLE VI

A DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING MODEL

CURRICULUM COUNCIL

BOARD OF EDUCATION

SUPERINTENDENT

MASTER TEACHER MASTER TEACHER ENGLISH
SOCIAL STUDIES

MASTER TEACHER - MATH

MASTER TEACHER - ,SCIENCE

ACADEMIC SENATE

SENIOR TEACHER -
SOCIAL STUDIES

SENIOR TEACHER MATH

SENIOR TEACHER - SCIENCE

MASTER TEACHER AESTHETICS

MASTER TEACHER - VOCATIONAL/
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

BUIL ING PRINCIPAL

INSTRUCTIONAL TEAM

COMMUNITY
VOLUNTEERS

Taken from DeBloois (1970)

SENIOR TEACHER - ENGLISH

SENIOR TEAACHER - AESTHETICS

SENIOR TEACHER - VOCATIONAL/
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

SENIOR TEACHER

STAFF TEACHERS

ASSOCIATE TEACHERS

PARAPROF1SS IONALS

CLERKS

STUDENT AIDES

30
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TABLE VII A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR A Plexible Staffina.

Model of Instruction

0

r.

X

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

open concept learning areas --

x traditional space structures
X flexible classroom use

YOSOUTCO centers
X slu(Ient,connops "

outjof-tlassroom instruction
ocean/shore

X mountains/desert
X --urban/rural- _-_-

community facilities use

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
school day.

block scheduling__2L-
daily demand scheduling-.L.-
open schedule_IL-
year around school----
extended school day

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION

traditional staff use call certified equally) _

team teaching

_L._ . interdisciOinary_teaming

....26.- use of inF,tructional aides
X older students teaching younger students

X__ differentiated staffing

__IL_ using community voltmteers (non certified)
X teacher role specialization

X

involvement of teaching staff in instructional
.docision-mAinil
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TABLE VII A CnPONENT CHECKLIST FOR A_Elc,K.ible Staffing

,0

et,

Modol uL Tn,;truction

X

CURRICULUM FOCUS

standard big 4 curriculum: Math, Science, English,
Social Studies .

x CoTe curriculum

Ili.
interdisciplinary curriculuA

X

occupational/vocational
sociological problems oriented
student centered,

X student mastery of verbal information -

X student mastery of intellectual skills
X student cognitive skills development
X student attitude development,

X

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-size student groups
X homogeneoUs grouping
X variable grouping

. flexible grouping .

X advanced placement .

ability-grouping
X performance hosed instruction

Individually prescribed instruction
criterion referenced testing

X time based instruction
norm referenced testing

X continuous studentprogress
age-grade student arooress

X student paced learning
X student selection of materials

student selection of instructional methods
X teacher paced learning

teacher selection of materials
X teacher selection of instructional methods

X materials paced learninv

X

situational selection of pace, materials,
and methods

X individually:_luided motivation
student involvement in instructional decision

making
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TABLE VII A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR A Flusaukla_

rif

ro

Model of Instruction111 .7.1Z-11.11113=1

X X

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES .

Cybernetic Systems
computer assisted instruction

X audio-tutorial instruction
X programmed instruction

programmed instructional T. V.

X computerized games
X auto-adjunct instruction

lecture/assignment/feedback .X

X

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences

X independent study

X self directed learning free learner concept)

X learning contracts (contingency management)

X quest or project activity

Group Inquiry Systems
inductive teaching

X simulation and games
socio -drama and role playing

X collective inquiry

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

student self actualization

X self actualization of instructional Tersonnel

X interpersonal competence
communicationX

X teacher professionalism

X

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE

parental involvement
non certified professionals used in instruction

X

community- facilities use
public. agencies

X private agencies
X community controlled schools

x propritary scHools
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TABLE VII A COMPONENT CHECK -LIST FOR A Flexible Staffing

Model of Instruction

X

EVALUATION STRUCTURES

student evaluations
student self evaluation
multidimensional performance based

assesSment by teachers
class achievement ranking by teacher
no assessment

teacher evaluations
teacher self assessment .

X
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates
intuition based administrative ratings
no assessment

X

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

(cost effectiveness)
accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes

against objectives)

X
__program evaluations based on standard student

achievement indices
r----

intuitive administrative ratings of program

X no assessment
.....____
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funding. Accounting to the public must also be considered a feature of the

model. Evaluation of teachers by their peers as well as by superiors is an

unmistakable component, and student involvement in the evaluation of teachers,

is a secondary but growing trend in most models.

The Multi-unit School

Literature from the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for

Cognitive Learning (Klausmeier, 197G) describes the multi-unit school instruc-

tional model as one which:

1. organizes for instruction and related administrative arrangements
at the building and central office level.

2. provides for educational and instructional decision-making, open
communication, and accountability.

3. provides an inservice program including multi-media materials.

4. offers a model of instructional programming for the individual
student which is designed to provide for differences in children's
rates and styles of learning, level of motivation, and other
characteristics within the context of a school's educational objec-
tives. (See Table VIII)

5. provides a model for developing curriculum materials for a school
staff implementing Individually Guided Education.

6. designs the development of measurement tools and evaluation proce-
dures for preassessing children's learning readiness, for assessing
the progress and final achievement of the student through criterion-
referenced tests.

7. provides feedback of all assessment data to the teacher, and the
child.

8. provides curriculum materials, an objective pool, and criterion-
referenced tests for schools with insufficient resources for
developing their own.

9. offers a program of home-school communications that reinforces the
school's efforts by generating community interest and support.

10. encourages facilitative environments in school buildings, school
systems, state education agencies and teacher education institu-
tions.

11. requires practical research from each participating school in order
to design, implement and evaluate instructional programs for indi-
vidual students.
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12. replaces the age-graded, self-contained classroom with a non-graded
instructional unit.

13. differentiates the teaching staff by adding the roles of unit
leaders, teaching intern, teacher aide, and instructional secretary
to the traditional staff teacher role': (See Table IX)

The main function of each instructional unit within the multi-unit

structure is to plan and carry out, and to evaluate the results of each

student's instructional program. Inservice training of the teaching staff

is provided for each unit. Some units join in a cooperative effort with an

outside agency to plan and conduct research, others join in preservice

teacher educational agencies to participate directly in the preservice

training of teachers (thus the designation, I & R units). Behrendt (1970)

emphasizes the inservice education and evaluation aspects of the model in

his claim "the result is a continuously improving, self-renewing elementary

school."

Decision making in the multi-unit school is altered significantly,

with much greater involvement of the instructional staff than is typical in

conventional instructional models. A systemwide policy committee made up

of the system superintendent, consultants, central office staff, principal

representatives, and representatives from the unit leaders, and instruc-

tional staff set policy for the multi-unit schools in the district. They

identify functions to be performed in each school, recruit personnel, organ-

ize inservice education of the staff, provide instructional materials and

disseminate relevant information to the other schools within the district.

A second level committee, the Instructional Improvement Committee is-organ-

ized at the building level, and is comprised of the principal and unit

leaders. According to Klausmeier, et al (1970), this committee states the

educational objectives of the school, and outlines the educational program
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for the entire building, and is responsibile for interpreting and implement-

ing system-and state-wide policies and coordinates among the various instruc-

tional and research units within the school. Facility use, scheduling and

materials acquisition all fall under the responsibilities of this committee

which has as its major task developing and coordinating functions related to

instruction. Gaskell (1967) points out the increased decision making and

inservice training role adopted by the faculty of multi-grade planning and

teaching teams.

The child in the multi-unit school, ideally, will have a program de-

signed for his exact complexity and pacing level. The model suggests a

number of steps to be taken to achieve this principle of Individually Guided

Education. (See Table VIII). In this model the Instructional Improvement

Committee sets schoolwide educational objectives, after which a subset of

instructional objectives are identified and criterion-referenced test items

developed by the staff for each unit. The unit staff must then assess each

child's level,.of-skill development, using the criterion referenced tests:

Specific instructional objectives for each child in an instructional unit

are established next, after which the staff must plan an instructional pro-

gram for all unit children. (While each child will be involved in several

different instructional patterns, in the various curriculum areas, each will

have some instruction in small groups with other children working on the

same skills). Finally, students must be examined to determine their attain-

ment of objectives.

The multi-unit school model has developed individually guided reading

skill development programs, programs for developing mathematical processes,

and social studies related programs for educating the children in the con-

cepts of environmental management and critical decision making. In addition,
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TABLE VIII

Instructional Programing Model for IGE

Set educational objectives for the student
population of the building to attain after
a year and longer. I

Identify a range of objectives that may be
attainable for the subgroups of the student
population. II

Assess each student in the subgroups relative-
to the objectives identified III

Set specific instructional objectives for
each child to attain over a short period
of time. IV

Plan and implement an instructional program
in terms of:

A. Activities
1. Learner
2. , Teacher

B. Materials and media

. Time, space, equipment V

Assessstudents for attainment of initial
objectives for setting the next set of
instructional objectives. VI

Objectives
not attained

Reevaluate the student's
characteristics

Objectives
attained

Implement next sequence
in program

Taken from Klausmeier et al (1970).
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the development of the model has incorporated research about motivation into

procedures that teachers can use, which are based on modeling goal-setting,

feedback and reinforcement activities. This is called Individually Guided

Motivation, and is currently undergoing extensive development for use in the

school year of 1972 and 1973. (See Klausmeier and others, 1970)

During its six years of development the Multi-unit school has been moni-

tored rather carefully. Several conclusions have been reached as a result

of this evaluation:

Roland J. Pellegrin of the Center for Advanced Study of Educational

Administration at the University of Oregon conducted research in three MUS-Es

and three control schools in three. Wisconsin school systems. These multiunit

schools were completing their initial year under the new pattern. The main

conclusions stated by Pellegrin (Klausti-die , 1970) concerning changes that

occurred during the firstyear of adopting the MUS-E pattern follow.

1. There was a superior recognition among MUS-E teachers of the vital
role planning plays in instruction. The five most important tasks
of MUS-E teachers dealt with specific types of planning and the
preparation of instructional materials.

2. New specialization of labor emerged in the multiunit schools. Some
teachers devoted most of their time to individual pupils, others
worked mainly with small or class-sized groups, while a few worked
with large groups.

3. Unit leaders were the foLal points of interaction in the units and
served as links between the teachers and the principal.

4. In the control schools, decision making affecting each classroom
was generally the prerogative of individual teachers, Who served as
primary decision makers, and the principal, who provided advice or
set limits. In the three MUS-Es decisions were typically made by
the unit staff in cooperation with the principal.

5. Job satisfaction and teacher morale were much higher in the MUS-E
staff.

As can be seen on Table IX, the Multi-unit School InStructional Model

emphasizes a reorganization of the teaching function, the inservice training
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TABLE IX

Organizational Chart of a Multiunit School of 600 Students

Representative
Teachers

Representative
Unit Leaders

Central. Office
Administrator

Principal

Representative
Principals

Central Office
Consultants

IMC

Director

Unit Leader A Unit Leader B

External
Consultants

Unit,'eeader C Unit Leader D

3 Teachers 3 Teachers 3 Teachers 3 Teachers
Teacher Aide Teacher Aide Teacher Aide Teacher Aide
Instructional Insturctional Instructional Instructional

Secretary Secretary Secretary Secretary
Intern Intern Intern . Intern

150 students
Ages 4 6

150 students
Ages 6 9

Unit A Unit B

150 students'
Ages 8 - 11

150 students,
Ages 10 - 12

Unit C Unit D

Taken from Klausmeier (1970)
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of the staff, and the planning, installation and evaluation of the student's

instructional program. Decision patterns are reordered, and like the flexible

staffing concept, authority to decide on instructional matters has been

diffused downward. Homogeneous grouping of students is a primary factor, and

the typically flexible time usage pattern of the elementary school is capital-

ized upon. Flexible space use is considered of secondary importance, and

little effort is made to change the environmental setting of instruction and

move beyond the classroom boundaries. Although program evaluation is of pri-

mary importance, the evaluation of the teaching staff is.not explicit in the

model. The multi-unit school model seems to adopt the functional aspects of

a flexible staffing model, but does not include much of the paraphernalia- -

the logistical elements--required to keep the whole staffing system working,

such as teacher selection committees, annual peer evaluations, promotion

policies, etc. The socio-psychological aspects are not neglected,- yet they

do receive less attention in the multi-unit school model than they do in

most flexible staffing models. (See Table X)

The teaching focus of the model is definitely a student centered one.

There is an emphasis on appropriate motivational techniques, and careful selec-

tion procedures for setting instructional objectives for the student and the

subsequent development of programmed instructional materials to achieve the

objectives. The model has_as_its purpose the mastery of learning in the

intellectual skill and cognitive strategy areas; the teacher is clearly in

control of assessing student needs and prescribing an instructional program.

Very little emphasis is placed on students being involved in the kinds of

activities described in Tier II or Tier III of the Three Tiered Model of

Instruction.
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TABLE X A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR A Mulq-Unit

Instructional Model

X

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

open concept learning areas
X traditional space structures
X floxihle classroom use -
X resource centers I:

._

X student commons

X
out-of-classroom instruction.

ocean/shore
X mountains/desert
X urban/rural

community facilities use

X

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
school day.

block scheduling

..7.......
X daily demand scheduling

X open schedule
X year around school
X extended school dar

X

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION

traditional staff ose(all certified equallvl
X team teaching
X interdiseillinary teaming .

X use of instructional aides
mtgRor stud,`older' students teaching 1.__

differentiated staffing,
X using community volunteers (p2.14,xertified)

.

, leach-OT- role special il... a ti,t14,'

X

41',L34"-:

involvement of toacbytitf in instructional
decision-makin,'
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X

.

CURRICULUM FOCUS

standard big 4 curriculum: Math, Science, English,
Social Studies

... _X core curriculum

X interdisciplinary curriculum

X__ occupational/vocational
sociological problems oriented

X
_X__

student centered
student mastery of verbal information

X student mastery of intellectual skills
X student cognitive skills development

x student attitude development

X

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-size student groups
homogeneous gyouping

X variable grouping
X flexible grolming .

advanced placement
ability grouping

X performance based instruction

L X individually prescribed instruction
X criterion referenced test inv

time based instruction

X norm referencePtesting_
continuous student propressX

X age -grade student progress
X _ student Laced learning

X student selection of materials
student selection of instructional methods

X . teacher paced learning
X teacher selection of materials
X

.

teacher selecton of instructional methods
X materials learning .

X

_paced

situational selection of pace, materials,
and methods

X individually guided motivation

X

student involvement. in instructional decision
makiny .
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A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR A Multi-Unit

Tnstructlonal Model

X

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Cybernetic Systems
computer assisted instruction
audio-tutorial instruction

X programmed instruction
programmed instructional T. V.

x computerized games
auto-ad'unct instruction

. lecture assignment/feedback

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences
independent study

X self directed learning free learner concept)
x learning contracts (contingency management)

X quest or project activity

x

Group Inquiry Systems
induqive teaching

X simulation and 'games

X socio-drama and role playing
X collective inquiry

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

student self actualization

X self actualization of instructional personnel
interpersonal competence
communication
teacher professionalism

X

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE

parental involvement
non certified professionals used in instruction
community facilities use
public ancies

_ X private agencies

X community controlled schools

X proprietary schools
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X

EVALUATION STRUCTURES

student evaluations
student self evaluation

X
multidimensional performance based

assessment by teachers

X class achievement ranking by teacher
no assessmentX

X

teacher evaluations

. teacher self assessment .

X

criteria based assessment by superior, peers,
and subordinates

intuition based administrative ratings

X -no assessment

X

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

(cost effectiveness)

X

accountability assessment. (evaluation of outcomes
a:ainst objectives) ,

program evaluations based on standard student
achievement indicesX

X intuitive administrative ratinoLs of program
X no assessment
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THE THREE TIERED SCHOOL

The model of instruction proposed for the Three Tiered School is one of

the few found in the literature which clearly was developed with the problems

of the urban child in mind. Weinstein and Fantini (1968) state: "The urban

context is one in which there is persistent stress imposed by intensely con-

centrated social realities." In unmistakable language they point out the

ridiculous way in which urban schools have attempted to divorce themselves,

from this reality by emulating the view of reality reflected in suburban

schools.

Table XI indicates the objectives upon which each of the tiers of this

model are based. In Tier 1, skills and knowledge development are required.

The objectives in Tier I are those which have been dominant in the past and

continue to "rule the educational roost." They are the objectives for which

most of the other innovative models of instruction reported in this study

were developed. The value of students achieving in this objective area is

not disputed by the Three Tiered Model of. Instruction, yet the prime motivat-

ing force behind the model is a compulsion to place these legitimate objectives

in their proper perspective in an urban setting. Tier II objectives differ

markedly from those in Tier I. Here, whatever latent talents or abilities

existing in a child are drawn forth from him through inquiry. In Tier II,

as in Tier I, instruction is highly individualized, however, unlike it, lit-

tle content is fed the child. This second tier is the interest phase of the

child's learning encounter--an area where he may explore freely and engage in

activities ranging from playing the tuba to directin& a play, or doing exten-

sive research in a topic of personal relevance. Here, the concern is fre-.

quently with identifying and developing talents asso iated with a choice of

vocation. Feldman (1966) states: "A major objectiVe of the elementary school
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TABLE XI

Objectives are centered
around verbal information,
intellectual skills, and
cognitive strategies areas
of learning. Learning in
this tier is highly indivi-
dualized both in content and
pace to the needs of the
individual and requires the
use of programmed materials
and much instructional tech-
nology.

TIER III

`;5

TIER II

Here, the emphasis is on
facilitating the development
of individual creativity and
the exploration of interests.
Talents associated with voca-
tional pursuits are encouraged.
The instructional staff must
be learning facilitators rather
than instructors in a content
area. Skills learned in Tier
I are often given practice by
the learner in this tier.

The personalogical and sociological
aspects of the concepts of identity,
connectedness and power are explored
by the students and staff of this
tier. In tiers I and II, the stu-
dent learns concepts and content by
viewing phenomena as an objective
observer--in tier III, the learner
is involved as a subjective partici-
pant. Instead of learning to analyze
he would be learning to act. The
emphasis here is on the affective
domain or feeling domain of the stu-
dent.
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education should be to seek out the talent in each [child] and show its

relationship to the world of work." Tier III may be thought of as a group

inquiry into the social realities imposing stress on the individual child;

the issues and problems of social action which are a part of his everyday

life. The objectives for this tier relate to issues of the child's personal

identity, his connectedness with others, and the role which power plays in

his social context. According to Weinstein and Fantini (1968), Tier III is

"highly clinical and experiential, although still retaining a cognitive

flavor, since we do not wish children merely to experience, but rather to

utilize cognitive organizers for getting the most mileage from their experi-

ences." Tier III allows for a greater emphasis on the affective aspects of

education than any of the other two tiers.

The three tiers must be viewed as curricular missions, none of which

are completely isolated from the others, but instead with overlapping func-

tions. Weinstein and Fantini in the NEA Journal (1968), illustrate this

relationship:

...it is obvious that knowing something cognitively does not
always result in behavior that follows in that knowing. This
is because knowledge alone cannot influence total behavior.
Moreover, all kinds of knowledge are not equally influential.
The missing ingredient in this equation seems to be knowledge
that is related to the affective or emotional world of the
learner.

The use of time and staff are also considered in this instructional

model. It is unlikely that the model would prove viable within the confines

of a conventional school schedule. An extended school day is proposed,

where school and out-of-school instructional centers are open at least 12

hours of the day, six and even seven days a week. The basic organization

and management of studies would normally find a place during the hours of

9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. but once the child begins certain activities, he
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would not need to confine his attention to those pursuits to a school day.

The staffing structure suggested by the Three Tiered Model is one of exten-

sive horizontal differentiation. Here, teachers who are technically inclined

or consider themselves to be most expert in a subject matter area would be

staffed in the first curriculum tier. Those instructional personnel who

showed aptitude in a wide range of interests, and found pleasure in inductive

teaching and dealing with the ambiguity of divergent behavior among children

would likely be found in Tier II. Creativitay would be an essential require-

ment in this tier. Child-situation-oriented teachers capable of collaboration

with the community on social action projects and identity training would fit

in Tier III.

Community involvement in the various tiers is essential to the model as

is the instruction and modeling influence of older students for their younger

school mates.

By organizing the school curriculum into the three general dimensions

stated above rather than according to subject matter learning per se, the

Three Tiered Model of Instruction proposes a means of making the educational

process significantly more efficient in dealing with the cognitive and affec-

tive domains of learning, in addition to making it more successful in prepar-

ing the child to encounter the social and cultural realities of an urban

environment.

The Three Tiered School Instructional Model has-several areas of emphasis

which contrast with the other models of instruction dealt with in this study.

In Table XII, it may be observed this model stresses the purpose of attitude

development--the affective domain--more than any model reported. It is one

of the few which identifies the urban center as an out-of-class instructional

center. Few of the models allow for the student to make decisions concerning
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TABLE XII A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR Three Tiered N(.oA

1,
0
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e
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.'0
7'74 <I

...°

IV .

g. 0'
-c (-

of Instruction

_____ ___
X

T.-

1

A X

X

J

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

open concept learning areas

-_:::

traditional sp-ee structures
flexible classioom 1150
TOSOUT::e centers_

x
_. __ student commons

out-of-classroom instruction
ocean/shore
mountains/desert

X urban/rural
X . community facilities use

X

X ,,

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
school day._

block scheduling
daily demand scheduling

X

___
lolEn schedule

year around school
X

X

extended school day

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION
__

traditional staff uscIllill certified equallyl
X team teaching
X interdisciplinary teaming

use of instructional aidesX

older students teaching younger students____
X differentiated staffing

X ---- using community volunteers (non certified)
teacher role speci al Nation

X
involvement af teaching staff in instructional

1
docisiow-miking

I
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A COMPONENT CHECK-UST FOR Modr1

of: Instruction
_ ...

._X

X

-

EVALUATION STRUCTURES

student evaluations_
student self evaluation

.

.

multidimensional performance based
assessment by teachers^'

X class achievement rant:intl. by teacher
X no assessment

X
1

teacher evaluations
teacher self assessment
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates-__
intuition based administrative ratings
no assessment

X

.

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

[cost effectiveness)

X

accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes .

against objectives)

X

program evaluations based on standard student
achievement indices

X intuitive administrative ratings of program_____. _ _____
X no assessment

,--1
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the materials he will select to study (most allow this decision within a

limited number of alternative sources), few provide the freedom of students

selecting the method of study, but most allow for the student to select his

own pace. In Tier II of this.model, it appears the student is free to make

material, method and pace selections. In Tier III they may be made jointly

between the student and teacher, and Tier I appears to be highly controlled

by the teacher who wishes to expedite the learning of the basic skills so

more student time may be spent in the other two tiers.

The curriculum patterns clearly indicate a problem centered approach

with the issues of educating individuals for an urban environment receiving

attention. The Three Tiered Model, with its division of the student's school

experience into three separate types of learning encounters, allows for a

very broad methodological approach. The first tier tends to be oriented

toward the use of cybernetic systems, the second tier employs idiosyncratic

systems, and the third tier is based on the systems of group inquiry.

The evaluation of student performance is not dealt with to any extent

in the model as it is developed to this date. Certainly the implication is

given that criteria will be developed to measure student performance but

the diagnostic and prescription functions spelled out so clearly in other

models is not present. Little or no attention is given to the evaluation

of the teaching staff, nor to their initial selection except for some sketchy

role descriptions. Program accountability is implied, but little development

has taken place in this model aspect as well.

The Middle School

The predominant pattern for organizing youngsters for instruction in,

this country is based on an age-grade level grouping of students. Typically
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over the past 60 years, groups of_age-graded students in the public schools

have passed through the twelve sequential grades in two distinct phases: an

elementary phase, and a secondary phase. Since the 1950's that pattern has

shifted and three phases emerged: the elementary, an intermediate, and a

secondary phase. 1n.1965 according to the NBA Research Service, 68% of the._

schools in 450 systems around the country were using intermediate schools.

Although many of the questions concerning the optimum size of the school

student body, the range of the graded sequence included in each unit, and the

ideal age for moving the child from one phase into the next, have never really

been resolved, the predominant pattern is now the 6-3-'3 grade-clustering sys-

tem. Typically the first six grades of children are housed together for in-

struction in an elementary curriculum. The top three grades are grouped

together in a highschoo] where they complete their secondary education.

According to William Booth (1969); the middle three grades have been housed

together "so [students] can be given exploratory experience...[allowing] them

:o sample a variety of subject areas before commitment to a specific program

in the senior high school." This bridge was first designated the junior high

school and consisted of grades 7, 8, and 9. It seems the junior high school

title was taken too literally by many of those planning for instruction and

teaching children during this transition stage, and the intermediate phase

became nothing more than a downward extension of the high school.

In this climate of confusion and dissatisfaction with the role being

played by the junior high school, the concept of the middle school was born.

The middle school concept which has recently been a center of much attention

calls for the reinstatetnen of the four year high schOol, and the establish-

ment of a middle school beltween,thev.elementary grades and the high school.

The grade patterns most commonly suggested for the middle school are 5-3-4,
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4-4-4, and the 6-2-4. In chat same study, the NEA Educational Research Service

(1965) found that the numbers of schools moving from a traditional grading

pattern to a middle school pattern increased more than five percent during the

period 1963 to 1968. Eleven percent of: the schools reporting claimed to have

adopted the middle school concept.

The shuffling around of grade clusters or the re-christening of the old

junior high school in and of itself does not constitute a new model of instruc-

tion. Unfortunately a great many of the school districts claiming.to have

adopted the middle school concept are guilty of this self-deception. Dwight W.

Allen (1969) indicated that the misapplication of the concept is so widespread

that one might justly perceive the middle school as a gimmic for beleaguered

administrators to juggle students to temporarily overcome space problems and

to appear innovative in the process, simply by making a few non-substantive

changes in the junior high schools in the district.

ThiS author was compelled to include the concept in this listing of new

instructional models only after surveying the literature--and then so very

reluctantly, due to the concept's dismal track record in the field--and finding

there indeed is comprehensive rationale for reorganizing the middle grades.

William Alexander (1968) defines the middle school as:

...one providing a program planned for a range of older children,
pre-adolescents, and early adolescents that builds upon the elemen-
tary school program of earlier childhood and in turn is built into
the high schools' program for adolescence.

Based on an asseRsment of the special needs of the 10 to 14 age group, Alexander

proposes a special currlculum.which would ease the transition from childhoOd

to adolescence. He would create a structure which bridges the gulf between

the elementary school with its self-contained classroom and the departmental-

ized high school. Alvin Howard (1968) points to the idealism of children in
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this age group; their need for security, their preoccupation with being

accepted into the peer group and their looking to the adult for help; as

evidence supporting the creation of a special teaching methodology and

content for middle school youngsters. Tanner, in his Growth at Adolescence,(1962)

suggests that as a result of recent cultural changes such as earlier dating,

going steady, and pairing off, along with earlier maturation which is par-

tially due to better nutrition and improved socio-economic conditions,

children of the middle school age-group are faced with exaggerated tensions

and anxiety, William Booth (1969) builds on this argument to suggest that

an educational design capable of accommodating the uniqueness of the students

of these ages be adopted.

The NEA-Educational Research Service (1965) suggests the following as

distinguishing features of the middle school:

1) A span of at least three grades to allow for the gradual transition
from elementary to high school instructional practices. (Must include grades
6 and 7 and no grades bel,:,w 5 or above 8).

2) Emerging departmental structure in each higher grade to effect
gradual transition from the self-contained elementary classroom to the depart-
mentalized high school.

3) Flexible approaches to instruction: team teaching, flexible schedul-
ing, individualized instruction, independent study, tutorial progress' -and
other approaches aimed at stimulating children to learn how to learn.

4) Required special courses' taught in departmentalized form, such as
industrial arts, home economics, foreign language, art, music, and typing.
Frequently an interdisciplinary approach is used, e.g., 'unified arts,'
'practical arts,' 'humanities,' 'performing arts,' 'urban living.'

5) Guidance program as a district entity to fill the special needs of
this age group.

6) Faculty with both elementary and secondary certification, or some
teachers with each type (unit special training and certification are available
for this level).

7) Limited attention to interschool, sports and social activities.



Included in the defilqtion of Li: middle school must be a description of the

curriculum. Thomas E. Curtis (1968) emphasizes the need of moving away from

adherence to the Carnegie Unit and overbalance of academic subjects. The

individualizing of instruction is a prerequisite. Through the use of flexible

scheduling, student structured time or independent study, continuous progress

programs, and flexible space use, the curriculum can focus on the unique needs

and concerns of the individual child. Booth (1969) warns that a guidance pro-

gram must be an integral part of any middle school program:

...as the student moves from the one-teacher association which he
has experienced in the elementary school to the departmentalized
concept with a number of teachers, the role of the guidance counse-
lor becomes increasingly important. The need for security and
stability of the pre-adolescent is strong, as it is with the younger
child who receives_such psychological support from the single
teacher found in the typical elementary school. The coumelor can
soften this transitional stage in the student's development.

Pumerants (1968) cites the need for special training of middle school teachers.

He suggests, that with special training, teachers could accomplish all that is

proposed in the middle school concept in a standard junior high school setting.

Table XIII indicates that the emphasis of the middle school as a new

instructional model is indeed a structural one--the problem of reorganizing

the clustering of grades within the 1-12 hierarchy. Of perhaps equal impor-

tance is meeting the psychological and physiological peculiarities of adoles-

cent children. Not included in this model in any concrete way are changes in

the way children will undergo learning prescriptions, evaluations of their

behavior, or specific models for instruction. In no specific sense is any

program of instruction proposed--only the general context is described. The

axiom of "much flexibility" is intended to provide for the different programs

which will develop in the prescribed context.
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TABLE XIII A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR A Middle School

Model of Instruction

X

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

qpen concept learnina cireas_
X traditional space structures

X

X
flexihle classroom use
TOSOUVCC centers

X student commons .

.

,..nw........a

out-of-classroom instruction

oce;in/shore
mountains/desert
urhan/rural

X community facilities use

.

X

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME
.

.

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
school Jar.

X block schedulinv
daily demand schedulin

_____
open schedule
Iear around school_

X extended school day

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION
.

4>

.

traditional staff use (all certified equally)
X_ , team tenchinv_

X'_ interdisciplinary teaming
X use of instructional aides

oldor student,-, teach iniz younger students
X differentiated staffinv_

usini,, communitv volunteers (non certified)
X

,
teacher role specialHatiOn

.

X
involvement oC teaching staff in instructional
decision-makinv, .....
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A CoMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR A Middle School

Model of Tostruction

.CURRICULUM FOCUS

standard big 4 curriculum: Math, Science, English,
X Social Studies

X core curriculum
X interdisciplinary curriculum

X ___ occupational/vocational
'X sociological problems oriented
X student centered _
X student mastery of verbal information___
X student mastery of intellectual skills
X student cognitive skills Oevelopment
X student attitude deVelopment

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT
'

X standard class-size student groups
X homogcneous grouping

variable grouping

____ X flexible_grouping__ __-__
X advanced placement .

X ability grouping

.
performance based instruction

,

X individually prescribed instruction
X criterion referenced testinv ,

X time_based instruction

X norm referenced testing'
X continuous student progress

X age-grade student progress
X student paced learning

X student selection of materials
.X student Selection of instructional methods

X teacher paced learning
teacher selection of materials______

X teacher selection of instructional methods__

X materials paced learning

.
Situational selection of pace, materials,

X and methods

X individuAly sleided motivation .

student involvement in instructional decision .

X making
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TABLE XIII

0

A COMPONENT CHECK-LTST FOR AMi:11.! school

oC Instcuction
. .

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Cybernetic Systems
computer assisted instruction
audio-tutorial instruction_
programmed instruction

X programmed instructional T. V.
X COmpliteriZa games

X auto-adjunct instruction.
.lecturciassignmenErfeedback

X

Idiosyncratic Systems
-open laboratory experiences
independent study

X self directed learning (free learner concept)
learning contracts (contingency management)
quest or project activity

Group Inquiry Systems
inductive teaching

X simulation and games

X
X

socio-drama and rolT, playing
collectivo inquiry

SOCTO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

student self actualization
self actualization of instructional personnel
in competence

X communication

x

X teacher ppfessionalism

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE

parental involvement
non certified professionals used in instruction

_

community facilities use
public agencos
private agen,.ies

X community controlled schools._ .- . .

proprietary scools
_ _

h_
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TABLE XIII A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR AMiddle School

Model of. Ins t 1711C don
.1.'
0

,..0

N qv A,
0(0-40

4...1

't;e4 44 0 itU t

0
g"
0 .--i

'0-.1

o 0 6"
A. rtt

CU cl,
I':;' ,-/ 4.1

g 00
(-) ,C

..'.'?"

EVALUATION STRUCTURES

X

X

X

student evaluations
student self evaluation
multidimensional performance ba.sed

assessment by teachers
class achievement ranking by .teacher
no assessment

X

teacher evaluations
teacher self assessment
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates
intuition based administrative ratings
no assessment

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

X (cost efFectiveness)
accountability assessment ( evaluation of outcomes

acLainst objectives)
program evaluations based on standard student

achievement indices
X intuitive administrative ratings of program
X no assessment



The School Within a $ chool (Hos,,e Han)

A study directed hy John C.tolneri. (196) indftrtter3 the st:;t of a school

influences. its uffecLiv,Jne.;H, There ate many studies concerning the decreas-

ing effectiveness of,schools as they lose enrollment. But Kleiner's study

stands almost alone in annly17ing the effets of increa,;ing enrollments. In

an era of administrative uncertainty concerning the maximum desirable enroll-

ment for a high school Kleinert attempted to identify indicators of effective-

ness against which school size might be evaluated. Concerning this search he

reflects:

...the results of this study...indicate decreased student involve-
ment in activities as high schools grow larger. This is usually
viewed as undesirable by students, parents, teachers, and adminis-
trators who believe that participation in student activities is
basic to learning cooperation and leadership, as well as to having
a rich .and enjoyable high school experience.

Kleinert found that the greatest fall in student participation in school acti-

vities occurs when small schools (600 students or less) grow latger, as

opposed to large schools (more than 600 students) growing even larger. Such

findings suggest an organization of 600 students or less to facilitate greater

student participation in the activity program.
H7-

There are, of course, other reasons behind the school within a school

model for instruction. 'John Guernsey, in an article desctibing the house plan

used at Adams High School, Portland, Oregon (1970), discloses one of the major

tenents of the school; that students learn better and teachers teach better

when there is an intimate informal relationship and a level of trust and under-

standing between the teacher and the student. Guernsey offers the following

description, of the .house plan Adams uses to combat the impersonality of large-

ness:

...Adams operates as four smaller high schools in one- -at least for
the general education program and for administrative purposes such
as counseling and disciplining. Each smaller school--known as a
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house--has about 300 students, mixed as to class (freshmen,
sophomores, juniors), race, and social and economic background.
Two teams of teachers work with the students in each house,
and the same teachers stay with the same students as much as
possible for more than one academic year.

At Adams; the counselors are an integral part of each of the house teams.

They are found working with the other teachers and students throughout each

day and thus get to know each student on a personal basis. They are in a

much stronger position to help the student and to help a teaching colleague

improve their own counseling abilities because of this unique position on

the instructional team. Decision making among the students and faculty at

Adams is based on the principle that one of the prime missions of the

American high school is to teach students how democracy works, and to prepare

them to be better qualified citizens. With such a goal in mind, Adams is

experimenting with a number of governance strategies which may permit a major-

ity rule vote by the students and faculty to determine some school issues.

A school legislature, made up of student-elected and faculty-elected senators

who represent their respective peers, meets regularly on issues related to

curriculum, grading and other issues directly effecting the student and

faculty. Through the hiring of clinical professors, who hold joint appoint-
.:

ments with local teacher training institutions, both the preservice and in-

service training of teachers is performed as an ongoing function of the school.

Trainees from various universities in the state, and some out-of-state insti-

tutions, serve as interns and aides as they observe and practice skills

learned in the academic part of their preparation. A description of the Adams

School by Gordon McIntosh and John L. Parker (1969) provides many more details

about this version of the School-within-a-school instructional model:

Adams High School will be divided into four houses, each containing
250 students, and led by a curriculum associate or house master.
Each house will contain a guidance counselor, and two houses will
share a guidance intern.. The teachers in each house will be organ-
iztad into two intardiscfnlinary tppmg. Thpap tt4Ama will }Irmo An
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English teacher, a Social Science teacher, and either a Math or
Science teachel., one intern, one student teacher, and one aide.
One teacher on each team will be designated leader. These two
teams will design, Implement, and evaluate an interdisciplinary
instructional program'for their house. Additionally, consultant
groups in the fields of art, music, foreign languages, home
economics, business education, and industrial education will work
closely with all eight teams in the development of interdisci-
plinary curriculum.

Each student, according to the Adams plan, will spend about half of the school

day in their house. During the other part of the day the student will be

engaged in elective curriculum choices. A teacher hierarchy is planned which

includes instructional roles for aides, assistant teachers, associate teachers,

teachers, team leaders, and curriculum associates. The responsibilities and

salaries of these roles are defined fairly loosely. For example, the curri-

culum associate's duties include about 40 percent of his time to be spent in

curriculum development, 30 percent in supervision, 20 percent in instruction,

and 10 percent in administration.

In a 1968 publication by Dobbins., Parker, Schwartz, and Wertheimer, the

objectives behind the selection of the School-within-a-school model for in-

struction were listed as follows:.

1. To make it possible for student teachers to be introduced gradually
to the tasks of teaching under the tutelage of master teachers;

2. To provide more integration between the theoretical and practical
aspects of the training of Student teachers and interns;

3. To create a climate in which teachers can plan, analyze, and evaluate
their teaching in groups as well as individually;

4. To enable teachers to think about their instructional objectives
across disciplinary lines and to develop a problem-centered approach
to curriculum;

5. To explore ways in which paraprofessionals can be used to free
teachers for exclusive concentration on tasks related to teaching;
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6. To develop a differentiated staffing pattern that will make teaching
a more viable career, both professionally and financially;

7. To involve teachers directly in the process of curriculum development;

8. To involve teachers in the formulation of the philosophy and
curricular objectives of the school.

Other goals listed in this report have been compiled in the following short

list.

a. To design an educational program that is relevant to the needs and
interests of adolescents, especially those who are not headed for
further education.

b. To widen considerably the range of courses or experiences that
students can choose; and to provide more opportunity for students
to explore adult roles and to familiarize themselves with the
world of work.

c. To create a democratic sense of community within the school.

d. To involve students in planning their own education.

e. To involve students in the life of the community as much as possible
by devising new ways of using the physical and cultural resources
of the city for instructional purposes.

f.1 To achieve interpersonal sensitivity, common purpose, and smooth
j working relationships within the (teaching) team.
?

g. To improve upon present (administrative) practice by placing the
management of a comprehensive high school in the hands of people
with training in supervision and the analysis of teaching, and
by making these activities central to the work of the school.

Table XIV contains a graphic representation of a fairly typical model

of a house plan. Although this was taken from a source in no way related

to the Adams model, one can readily see the similarity between the goal

desciiptions for the Adams school and the model.'
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TABLE XIV
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HOUSE HOUSE \ . HOUSE 1 imm-IE HOUSE HOUSE
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MASTER MASTER MASTER
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INTERN

AIDE

CAREER
0

TEACHER

1 L
CAREER

0

TEACHER'

AIDE

INTERN

[AIDE

30-40

STUDENTS

STUDENTS per
HOUSE
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Taken from Burr (1969)

It seems rather obvious that the school-within-a-school concept is

primarily a structural -Widel of instruction. That is to say, its emphasis

is on altering traditional structures of school size, staff utilization, .

teacher training designs, and school governance. Little emphasis 1.5 given,

to the methodology of instruction or the curriculum content, although the

concern this model places on interpersonal sensitivity, and group process

suggests some rather far-reaching methodological and content changes where

it. is implemente&,---21-able XV demonstrates-additional areas of emphasis.
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TABLE XV A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR School-Within-a

so

4
0

School Model of Fn-itructIon

X

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

open concept learning areas

.--- traditional space structures
X flexible classroom use
X resource centers

student commons
out-of-classroom instruction

ocean/shore
X mountains/desert

--- urban/rural
X community facilities use

X

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME

traditional S-7. period day/structured elementary
school day.

X block schedulinv
X daily demand scheduling
X open schedule
X year around school
X extended school day

X

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION

traditional staff usrjall certified equally)
X

__
team:teachinp

X interdisciplinary teaming_
X

X

--__

use of instructional aides
older students teaching younger students

,

X

differentiata staffing
usinv community volunteeuimicatjlisAL-
teacher role specialinition
involvement of teahinOtaff in instructional
decisi-on-makino

..

.
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TABLE XV A COMPONENT CI I E Cl<- LI ST FOR School -WI th.tn-a-

0 0,
Qo e

School. Model. of Instruction

X

CURRICULUM FOCUS

standard big 4 curriculum: Math, Science, English,
Social Studies

X core curriculum
X interdisciplinary curriculum
X occupational /vocational

X sociological problems oriented
X student centered
X student mastery of verbal in formation
X student mastery of intellectual ski 1 Is
X student cognitive ski lls devT6 1 opmen t
X w student attitude development

X

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-size _student groups
X homogeneous group ing

variable groupingX

X

flexib le groLping
advanced placement- X \___ ab ility gro up i n g

X performance based instruction
X i ndiv I. dual 12=es cr i bed ins t ruction
X criterion referenced testing!

time based instruction
X norm reerenced test into

X continuous student progress
age-grade student prollress .

X student paced I earn i nil
X student selection 0 I' materials
X s tudent selection of i 11` ructi onal methods

X teacher paced learn i nv
. teacher selection of matisijals....X teacher selection o E in:; L' l Tonal methods

X materi al s paced le :intim),

X

. situational selection 017 pace, materials,
and mothods

X _____ - individual 1 y sittide-ctinc? rat ion

f )
,

student invo lveme n.,nt in i..iyeuctional decision
niak I al, _.
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TABLE XV A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST tOR School-Within-a-.

School Model or Instruction_________ ________

,

.

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Cybernetic Systems
computer assisted instruction
audio-tutorial instruction

-
programmed instruction ):,

X programmed instructional l'V.

X computerized gamos

iX auto-adjunct instruction

X lecture/assignment/feedback

____
X

:-.

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences

X iiiilependent study
- self directed learning (free learner concept)

X-----__
X

learning contracts (contingency management)
quest or project 'activEY

X

GToup Inquiry Systems
inductiye teaching
simulation and gamesX

X socio-drama and role playing

X collective inquiry

.

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FAGTORS .

_ _ . . _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ ,

student self actualization
self actualization of instructional personnel.

X interpersonal competence ,

communication

_____

teacher ppressionalism
f"

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE
._ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _

parental involvement
non certified ofessionals used in instruction

-

community facilities use
V public agencies

private aaencies

-_-__

community_ con t ro l l NI schools
.

, proprietary schools
.

.
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TABLE XV A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR School-Within-a-

School. Model ,11 ImItruction

.

X

TEACHING METHODOLOG IES

,

Cybernet i c Systems

computer a,., s i stcd instruction
. ____ { aud io- tutori al i ns t ruction

-___.- programmed instruct i on
,

X programmed instruc L ional T. V.

X computerized games

X auto-adjunct in:Aruction
lec tu re/ass i gnment/ feedback

_____
X

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences
independent study
self directed learning (free learner concept)

X learning contracts (contingency management) .

______
X quest or Eroject activity

X

.

Croup Inquiry Systems
induc Li ye t e a chi n g

X si mul a t ion and games
.

X so c lo- drama and role playing

X

-

coil ect ive inquiry .

. .

SOCTO-PSYCHOI °MCA!, FACTORS ,

_________ .____________. ________ _

student sel f actual i zation

X se 1 f actual i z at i on of instructional personnel

X interpersona 1 comEetence

X . commun i cat i on :-

X teacher pp foss i on a 1 ism
.

X
f

, .. COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE
_____ _______ _______________ ....

,:i
1

parent al involvement
min certi fled pro fessionals used in instruction

,

X

commun i ty facil it i es use

pub 1 i c agencies

X private nuncios

_

,

X community con trol led schools

..,........_

X proprie tary schools
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TABLE XV A COMPONENT .CHECK-LT ST FOR School-Ilithin-a-

ib

ti

fi

0

0

ro

1j

School Model of 'Instruction

X

EVALUATION STRUCTURES

student evaluations
student self evaluation

X
multidimensional performance based

assessment: by teachers
X class achievement ranking by teacher
X no assessment

X
teacher evaluations

teacher self assessment

X
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates
intuition based administrative ratings

X no assessment.

X

.

program evaluations
.

program evaluation based on program objectives
(cost effectiveness)

X
accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes

, against objectives)

X
Hprogramevaluations based on standard student
:; achievement intlic(iS'

X._a_ intuitive administrative ratings of program
no assessment
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The Parkway Program

Most of the models of instruction reported to this point resulted from

rather careful desc.,:iptions of what should exist to replace the conventional

instructional model. And each is unique in its own way because of a peculiar

twist in its reorganization of the components of an instructional model. The

Parkway Program is unusual in the fact that it has probabl departed the fur-

thest from a traditional organization called school. In a sense, the Parkway

Program represents a non-structure of education. So capably put by Resnik (1970)

.

"Parkway is a school without grades, marks, arbitrary rules, authority figures,

a building--or, (as) its advocates claim, boredom." He-continues that the

scrength of the program is its brushing aside the notion that learning must

take place within the four-walled boxes called classrooms, and is built on

knowledge that life and learning are all part of the same ongoing process.

For the Parkway program, Philadelphia is the classroom, And the life of the

city is the curriculum.

Parkway students, according to Resnik:

can,be found through central Philadelphia in offices, museums,
cscience enters,-hospitals,theaters, department atores;_in.lunch-

eonettes,'in the Automat, on street corners and stairways. They
can opt for such courses as law enforcement at the administration
building of the Police Department, library science at the public
library, and biology at the Academy of Natural Science. In fact
with all of Philadelphia as a resource,Parkway students are free
to study just about anything that may.interest them.

Greenberg and Roush (1970) describe the School without walls, as a year

around program with entirely new academic boundariespone which provides a

new framework in which many new and different resources can be marshalled

for education--energy which can be used in learning, not in maintaining an

outdated inefficient system.-.
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John Bremer (1970), Director of the Parkway Program describes his model

of instruction as follows:

There is no schoolhouse, Lhere is no separate building; school is
not a place but an activity, a process. We are indeed a school
without walls. Where do the students learn? In the city. Where
in the city? Anywhere and everywhere.

Three basic organizational units called communities make up the limited

structure which does exist in the Parkway Program. These are Alpha, Beta,

and Gamma, each comprised of approximately 150 students who are subdivided

into 15 tutorial groups. One university intern and a full-time faculty mem-

ber are responsible for each tutorial group. They provide whatever counseling

is necessary, and offer personal encouragement and support to the students

under their tutelage. This tutorial group is the unit where the acquisition

of basic skills in language and mathematics occurs. In addition to this unit

there is a management group whose function is to provide the services required

by the day-to-day operations of the program. Students may choose to partici-

pate in this management group and thus be involved in determining the nature .

of their program. A Town Meeting is held once each week where the whole

community may discuss and resolve-problems relevant-to the operation of the

program.

Parkway offers its students a .four-year full-time program, and satisfies

state requirements. It is run much more like a college with an urban campus

than a high school.

In the academic curriculum there are institutional offerings, basic

skills offerings, and elective' offerings. The institutional offerings are

normally sponsored by participating Parkway institutions (i.e., the YWCA, the

Franklin Institute Planetarium, or the Academy of Natural Science) at the

request of students. In May of 1970 more than 200 insti-tutional offerings
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were available to the student. The basic skills offerings, as described

above. are math and language art courses taught by the Parkway staff in

tutorial group sessions. The elective offerings are classes taught by the

Parkway staff in the humanities, the social studies and the physical sciences.

According to Greenberg and Roush (1970)

Conventional grading patterns are not used; courses are only
offered on a credit, no-credit basis. In addition to the
academic curriculum, each student is encouraged to conduct a
special problems course in an area of his own interest and to
participate in work programs of the Parkway institutions as an
extra non-graded component.

Students have easy access to the director, Dr. John Bremer, whose desk

is located in the second floor quarters of an old office building which serves

as the "home" of the first Parkway unit of 130 students, 9 teachers, and 10

university student teaching interns. In the Spring of 1970 there were four

such units operating. Since. Bremer had received at that time more than

10,000 applications from high school students to be chosen for the 500 places

that are available in the program, there certainly is no question of student

impressions of the program. Five hundred teachers applied to be hired for the

15 new openings slated for the 1970 school year.

Bremer (School Management, 1969) described the selection pr cess for

teachers and students.

No one student or teacher gets assigned to the Parkway program.
Students are chosen by lottery--15 from each of the eight school
districts and 10 from applicants who have been attending parochial,
private,' and suburban high schools.

Table XVI contains the form used by students applying for admission to

the program. Teachers, however, are carefully screened. It takes a very

secure person to teach at Parkway. According to Mary Davis, executive direc-

tor of the.YWCA who taught a course last year in contemporary conflicts,

"People who have become too institutionalized can't do it." Most of the
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teachers elected for the Parkway Program had taught previously in the Phila-

delphia system--few are beginning teachers.

In an article in School Management (December 1969) the program director

reports:

...teachers work hard. Each one teaches from two to eight courses.
Unit heads teach and so (does the director). And the teachers do

the legwork to find places in which to meet. They build contacts
in the cooperating institutions, and they spend allot of time
counseling and keeping in touch with students' faMilies. They need

a lot of energy.

It appears that at times teachers perform almost a social work function;

contacting parents, telephoning and visiting, and working with each child in

the context of the neighborhood and home environment in which he lives. The

teacher in his tutorial role is the glue which holds the Parkway Program

together.

The evaluation of student performance takes place in the tutorial group,

as part of the regular function of that organizational unit. Students are

also involved in an evaluation effort during the year-end critique of teachers

and courses. The program as a whole is constantly undergoing an evaluation

to provide information relevant-to the modification of the program's course

structure.

When asked how he manages to direct a program which is completely unstruc-

tured, Bremer (1970) replies,

It isn't,....it is simply structured programmatically. We're all
so used to schools and other institutions being structured admini-
stratively that any radical change is hard to grasp.

The Component Check List, Table XVII, demonstrates the scope of the School

Without Walls model. Perhaps the most striking difference in this check list

frOm those listed previously are the categories of time and space, staff

utilization, and instructional decision making. The greatest difference lies



TABLE XVI

BOARD OF EDUCATION

From: John Bremer, Director
The Parkway Program
801 Market Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania .19103

The Parkway Program is like a high school.

In some ways.

Phone: 448-3718
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It offers a four-year full-time program; it gives a diploma; it satisfies
state requirements.

And in some ways, it isn't.

The Parkway Program will not be a school with classrooms-or bells. The
organizations around the Benjamin Franklin Parkway will provide laboratories,
lihraries,.and meeting space. Although participation will only be required
for the length of the normal school year, study and work programs will be
available year-round. Students-and faculty will form small groups for
discussion, study, counseling,'and self-evaluation. Learning situations
will vary from films, jobs, and lectures to special projects.

The Parkway Program is a chance for you, the student, to build your own
education. 'You will use the Parkway, the seminar and tutorial groups to
design your learning program. The institutions around the Parkway will
give special offerings; the teachers will have special skills and
interests. Ybu can work, get job training, take courses, do independent
study, work on research projects. You can work on these by yourself,
with fellow students, with faculty, and with individuals from the
institutions. Vocation: College Preparatory: Do you want to study ,

city government, be a reporter for a newspaper, improve your ability to
read and write, get secretarial training, study electronics at the
Franklin Institute or art with the Philadelphia Art Museum?

This Program is a chance for you to expand your education in as many ways
as you -- and the Parkway -- can create.

ADMISSIONS

Any Philadelphia public school student (in grade's 9 12) can join the
Parkway Program. The requirements are simple: the willingness'of the
student and a parent's signature. If there are more applicants than
places, names will be publicly di.man from a hat, with provision made
for equal distribution among the city school., districts. The program is
not designed for any special group of students. It doesn't matter what
your subject grades are, whether you're in "modified" or "star", or what
your grade in behavi)r is. The deadline for applications is 29 January
1969. The program will begin on 17 February 1969.

PLEASE PRINT

I would like to join the Parkway program

Name Present School
Address Grade
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in the manner of getting students to the appropriate resources rather than in

the topics of study suggested. The model is definitely an urban model of

instruction based on thu premise that instruction should be served by a model

or organization and administration rather than vise versa.

Although only'one example of this model in operation was available in

the literature, other experiments, based on this prototype, are being attempted

in Chicago, and plans are underway in Kansas City, San Francisco, Hartford,

and Washington, D. G.
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A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR 211iladelphia Ppr.h.way

Program Model of Ins 1: ruc 0!1

,

,

_

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

()len concept learning areas
.traditional space structures
:flexible classroom use
;resource centers

-.......-

X /student commons

X

: out-of-classroom instruction
ocean/shore

X mountains/desert
urbmi/rural

.

commilffity facilities use ^~-

li

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
school day. .

block schedulino,
X

.... .

daily demand S elleC1111'in il.
opsn schedule

X year around .school

extended school day
...-

SCHOOL PERSONNEL UTILIZATION

_
traditional staff .usebll certified equally)

_ team toacirinp,

____. . interdisciplinary tvaminv
use of instructional aides -
older students teaching younpei: students
differentiated staffing;

US i ne COMMUn i tV VO I tin tt:orF, Ohm .cort i fiedi_
teacher role specialization_X__

X
involvement of teaching suJff in instructional

_.
.decision-making

,
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A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR Ph[lade] phi a Parkway

Proo,rani Model of Ins truc ti on

X_

(---

CURRICULUM FOCUS

standard big 4 curri culum: Math, Science, English,
Socia 1 Studies

core curriculum ,

interdiscipl i nary curriculum
X . occupational/vocational

x
.

.

sociothEi cal Erob lens oriented

student centered

X student mastery o f verbal information

X student mastery o I i nte 1 lectual skills

X student colln i tive skills development
student attitude development

-

X

...

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-size student groups
X- homogeneous g_roup i ng_ ..

V n r i able Ire up_in p .

X_
flexible grouping

X advanced placement__

X z-471 i 1 i ty gro up i ng

X p:rformnnee based'instruction
A individuallYBrescribed instruction

.--- Criterio nn refereced testing,

_

X time based instruct ion

X norm re fe renced test i ng
X

-
continuoi student proilress

X alio-Tr:1d° student.py(mress

.X..............

X

X__
_......_

_
A."___
X _-.._
x_

student paced lelit'lli IISL .
.

, S tilth.11t SO leCti Oil o f in: ;eri als
..

student election of instructional methodss_
X teach° r learning_
X

_paced
. teacher selection of materinls

.

teacher selection o l' ins true t i onal methods ...- materials .lkAl.:op.g...___ _:______paced

s i tuati onal select ion o f pace, materials,
and methods .

.,

X
. . ,

individm I ly_ guided mot ivati.on
. student involvement in instructional decis".on

mak nP

-.

___,3.
.

.........
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TABLE xvii A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR Philadelphia Par'

Priwrtm odol of Instrnetion

.

X

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

Cybernetic Systems
)ucomter assisted instruction

audio-tutorial instruction
programmed instruction.

X programmed instructional T. V.

.

comEllteri7-ed games .
.

cito-adjunct instruction
lecture/aignment7feedback . -/

._________-

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences

.

X independent study
self directed learning (free learner concept)
learning contracts (contingency management)
quest or project activity

Group Inquiry Systems .

inductive teaching-
. simulation and games

socio-drama and role playing
collective inciLary

SOCTO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
.

student.sclf actualization
self actualization of instructional personnel'
interpersonal competence
communication
teacher Tr° foss ional ism

-

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE
. ,

______________________

rirental involvement
non crtified professionalsi used in instruction

j community facilities use .- ,

_public av ncies - _

_ .

__private pgencies/ .

community.controiled schools 1 ..

proprietary schools
.

---- _ _
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TABLE XVTT A COMPONENT CHECK-UST FOR Philndelphia Parkway

0

Pro); runt Modol. 01 tiv-It rite I Ion

X

.

EVALUATION STRIA:IMES
.

.

student evaluations
. student self evaluation

X
multidimensiolhil iwrformance based
assesment hy teachers

X

X

, class achievewnt ranking by teacher.,_. . ....

no assessment

X.
teacher evaluations

teacher self assessment

X

. .

criteria based assessment by superior, peers,
and subordinates

X intuition based administrative ratings
X no assessment

. . .

X

program evaluations
program evaluation based on program objectives

(yost effectiveness)

.._. X

X

accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes
against objectives)

program ev1 uations based on standard student
achievement indices

X intuitive administrative ratings of program
X no assessment
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The Leicestershire Model. (British Infant Schou! or integrated Day Model)

Thu abolishment of the Eleven-plus Examination by the Leicestershire Educa-

tion Authority. wLich at lilt age of eleven or twelve separated the university

bound stmicnts from those 8N of the population who were destined to enter the

secondary modern school ctnd sub.;equently go into vocational training, began a

trend which has had significant national impact on British Education.' Grammar

schools which formerly accepted only those students who passed the eleven-plus

examination. now accept all students who wish to continue inschool until they

become 16 years of age. Concurrent with'their removing from the junior schools

of Leicestershire the restriction of preparing all children for an examination

-which only 20% would piss, the Education Authority proposed a new kind of educa-

tion more suitable for fall c.1-1,i,,,--1Loli'ywn as the Integrated Day.

In the words of Sealey, (ESI Quarterly Report, 1966):

An 4:,Legrated day is one in which there are no classes as such.
Instead each child'makes a unique synthesis of his learning experi-
ences. The classroom is subdivided into specially-equipped working
areas. Normally, one area is associated with science'and Mathematics,
another with reading and language arts, a third with work in the visual
arts, and a fourth serves as a general purpose area. In addition,
certain classrooms have a space devoted to programmed learning or
other special purposes. Occasionally, teachers may work in pairs...
(allowing)...some specialist attention...relating.to their own inter-
est or particular abilities.

Anthony Kallet (Yeomans, 1968) captures much of the philosophy underlying

the integcated Day concept: .2

Most standard classrooms are virtually barren of raw materials,
of things, and are overloaded with prepared materials, heavily scored
with pre-determined routes which allow only bogus exploration. The
raw materials component of the environment is extremely important.
The human components must make passible uses of the, materials in
accordance with the:child's intent and ,perception of the inherent
properties of the materials. By raw materials T mean all kinds of
things, from pencils and paper to books and string and magnets and
bottles and boxes, and paint And .clay and mirrors and animals
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Mario Fautini (1971) points to the different role of the teacher in the Inte-

grated Day concept, in the British Primary schools and the Leicestershire system.

There are many constructional and manipulative materials in
each area where students work and learn. The teacher acts as a
facilitator--one who assists and guides rather than directs or
instructs. Most student activity is in the form of different
specialized learning projects done individually and in small groups
rather than in the traditional form where all students do the same
thing at the same time. Many of the learning experiences and
activities take place outside of the school building.

Snatches of conversation taken from an interview of the chief primary advisor

for, the Oxfordshire Education Authority, John Coe of Oxfordshire, England, by

Vincent R. Rogers (Phi Delta Kappan, 1971), author of Teaching_in the British

Primary School, present other key components of this new model of instruction.

Rogers: Would you comment on the general state of primary education
in England?

Coe: Development in this country has been to some extent piece-
meal, depending on the particular local circumstances. To
some extent, therefore, there are illusions about British
primary education. People talk as-if it is a thing that
can be identified and that exists everywhere. 'We're not
yet at that-stage... (However) I think it fair to say
that, nationally, child-centered education is spreading
into most areas. Of course the infant schools (for
ages five through seven) in this country have led the way.

Rogers: Are there some particular aspects oftliis change that you might
want to comment on? .

Coe: Let me mention first what we call cooperative teaching.
Here we see primary teachers and their children breaking out
of the four wails of the classroom and meeting other children
and other grown-ups--teachers, helpers, or parents,--which
gives children more than can be given by even the best
teacher in the world within the space of four walls. We are
also beginning-to design, school buildings based on very dif-
ferent principles which allow a far wider range of oppor-
tpnities for children. All of this is happening without
sacrifice to the great strength that lies in the close rela-
tionship between a group of children and their teacher.
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Coe: I would think now that in three out of every four primary
(cont'd.) schools I might walk into in the course of the day T will find

parents inside school in some capacity or other. Not just
observing, or assessing what is going on, or being
informed about it, but being activeparticipants in the act
of learning. Perhaps setting up a discovery area, perhaps
setting up a cooking area, or helping with rebinding books,
doing some paperwork associated with the next school sale,
or very often helping with school journeys--providing
sympathetic, responsible adults with whom children move
outside into the environment. We want, then, to create
schools which will be very much more than purely institu-
tions of learning--schools which will be, rather, community
schools, so that we can educate the children through and
with their families.

Roger : What are the'new primary schools trying to achieve?

Coe: We have tried to achieve a'reconciliation between the curricu-'
lum and the human being. We have become less particular about
areas of the curriculum that we bring before our children.
We allow these areas of concern, the content, to arise very
much more from the children's interests.

Too often, in debate, it is assumed that they are opposites- -
either you're for attitudes toward learning and for the
human matters related to growth, or you are "for "content."

- It's not one or the other. We are achieving a reconcili-
ation between content and human concern. So content has
been modified in our schools--not removed entirely, but
modified.

Rogers: What kinds of-evidence do you have to support your view that
your students are doing the best job? What happens when they
move into the secondary schools, some of which, perhaps, are
not really geared to workifig with children in this way?

Coe: The Department of Education and Science in London assesses
the national standard of reading once every three years.
And each study since the war has shown a progressive
increase in the ability to read on the part of our young
children. It's the same in the other skills. As we've
relaxed our approach, as we've involved the children more
deeply, as we've taught the skills out of the wider
interests of the children, so has the basic standard of the
basic skills gone up. And I've found increasingly that
secondary schools are pleased to receive children who are
still curious and interested and who still have their imagi-
nation and their flair for the whole business of living and
learning. I'm sure I'm right in saying that our experience
shows that we can have not only higher standards in the
skills but better attitudes, too.
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Yeomans (1968) adds to the description of the Leicestershire Model through

his account of a visit to one of their grammar schools:

A small individual (was) reading alone in a nook partitioned
off from the outer bustle by screens that double as bookshelves.

Two boys and a girl sawing and sandpapering wood on the car-
penter's bench on the terrace.

Three others painting at-easels on the terrace.

An animal-lover feeding the hamster; another observini the
tadpoles in an aquarium.

A group of six at tables in the center of the room with the
teacher, working with attribute blocks and plastic and wooden
shapes which, when combined correctly, make geometric patterns in
either two or three dimensions.

Anelder and a younger child at another table reading aloud to
each other.

A group of four making clay animals at the clay table.

...Teaching was taking place, but in unorthodox ways. The
teacher had an-eye for everything and everyone, but the children
typically sought her aid on problems that were occupying them. She
would visit a group who were writing stories and help them with
their spelling; or hear an individual read aloud;' or suggest
another way of pressing clay into a mould; or invite someone who
she thought had been doing puzzles long enough to "try reading
this book." Older children were helping younger ones and then
turning back to their own work.

The only formal "scheduled" events he witnessed during an entire week were

a daily assembly period for singing and prayers, a gym period, recess and lunch.

The remaiu.der of each day was used by individual children following their own

interests and choosing a learning activity.

The equipment of the Integrated Day classroom resembles that found in the

better American pre-school nursery school programs. Table XVIII describes a

typical inventory for such a classroom.,
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TABLE XVII 1:

Collection of miuccals and shells
An aquarium
Beads
Large blocks for building
Attribute blocks
'Globe

Plants in pots
Sdales and weights
Multi-base mathematics blocks
Dolls
Magnifying glasses
Milk bar
Puppet theatre
Hamster
Microscope
Doll house
Wendy House ,

Crayons
Sewing materials
Plants
Paintings.'and_ppsters
Cot
Sand table
Tub for water-play.
Box of soil for growing seeds
Collection of metal objects
.Magnets

Clay table
Batteries and bulbs
Xylophone

Books
(42o-blocks

Pencils
Aprons
Yirst Aid kit
Bench and tools
.Wood

Nails
Cardboard boxes
Poster paint
Brushes
2 easels
;Mop and pail
Sink
Pram
Mirrors
Spinning cards
Cook-book
Stove
Clocks
Stern blocks
Dominoes-
Abacus
Puzzles and games
.Costumes
Blackboard
Lenses
Tools for. clay work
Recorders

(taken'from Yoemans, 1968)
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During his visit to the Leicestershire schools, Yeomans interviewed a

headmaster of one of the schools in an attempt to cut through the semewhat over

optimistic testimonials he had been receiving from participating staff. The

question was raised, "What would be done if a student wished to print all day_

or move from stories to puzzles and never confront a real intellectual chal-

lenge?" The headmaster's reply was characteristic:

Children who have been accustomed to learning in these ways
make no distinction between what to others is work and what is play.
These children throw themselves fully into everything they do --
working playfully, if you will. That's what adults do who are
absorbed in their jobs and happy in them. It is quite normal for
children to function in the same way.

Despite the sometimes less than candid view offered by many of the people

he interviewed, Yeomans reports in glowing terms his favorable impression of

the Integrated Day model of instruction:

...they have so far avoided formulae, systems, and conformity.
They are not out to prove one theory called "learning by doing," or
another called "the ungraded primary," or a third called "programmed
instruction." Instead, they have studied all theories, and have
drawn upon those that seemed relevant to their situation, with class-
room teachers' being the judges of what is relevant. It is this key
role of the teacher, aided by the Advisory Center, that is unique
in Leicestershire. (American) Progressives never achieved the Inte-
grated Day in the elementary grades, partly because we did not have
the many structural aids to learning that are available now, and
partly because we have been fascinated by methods of grouping child-
ren for optimum learning. Having the former and being less con-
strained by the latter, the people'of Leicestershire have discovered
that learning is enhanced when there is individual, rather than
group initiative and responsibility, and, that genuine choice of
activity is accompanied by genuine involvement in activity.

Table XIX indicates the different areas of emphasis which exist in this

model of instruction. There it can be seen that the Leicestershire Model has

dramatically restructured the use of instructional space, adopted a student-

centered curriculum with a focus on idiosyncratic methods,, and assumed a
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continuous progress vertical organization. They have moved to an open schedule

and have begun to restructure their model _of staff utilization to include the

concepts of team teaching, use of teacher aides, and teacher specialization.

Little is being done in the area of computer assisted instruction or pre-

packaged instruction. Although there is community,, and parental involvement,

they have not changed their base and entered the community for instructional

purposes as did the Philadelphia Parkway Program.

The Leicestershire Model seems to follow the pattern of most previous

attempts to "humanize" schools'in its lack of emphasis on evaluation. It does

not appear that hard data on the effectiveness of the program is available,

nor will it be forth-coming in the near future, due to their apparent lack of

performance-based objectives and criterion-referenced evaluation techniques.
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A COMPONENT CI 111:K... IST I:012 The I:0.1 resterfilli re

School J.n.ctt t: Loma Model

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE USE

open con ced2.t. 1c arid nf areas

X t rad i ti (inn 1 sp:ir.! structures
flexible classroom 117-;0 ,

112;;O11'ee Celltol'S ,

X student commons
out-of-classroom .11)5 t ruct i Oil

oconn/shoro \
X mountains/desert 1

urban/rural -- commun it:IL_ fa ci liti es ()so r

X

INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF TIME

traditional 5-7 period day/structured elementary
school day.

X block s ch °dui jug

tinily demand schedul in v
open schedule
year around school
oxt ended school tin 1'

X

SCHOOL PFRSONNEL UTILIZATION

traditional staff use l certified equally'

X

_Cal

team leach i nv .

interdi sc ip I i na ry t-opmi in.,

X use of i nst ruct lona I a hie
older students tcachinv ollIWOr students

X di F fc rent i ri tcd_st :if I:in ., _

Os i nv conymin i tv vo I tin t e.. r; flion ccIrt i fied),;

teacher ruin spec inli :ai 1,,,I.

X
involvement or teach' i nil : Ca V i' in instructional

decision-mai:Inv
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TABLE XIX A COMPONENT CliFAX LIST FOR The Leicestershire

School Instructional. Model

_

CURRICULUM FOCUS

. standard big 4 curriculum: Math, Science, English,
Social Studies

X core curriculum

x interdisciplinary curriculum

X

occupational/vocational
sociological problems oriented
student centered
student mastery of verbal information

X student mastery of intellectual skills
student cogpitive skills development
student attitude. development

x

INSTRUCT IONAL MANAGEMENT

standard class-size student groups
X , homogeneous grouLl i ng

X
__

variable prouping
X flexible grouping,

X advanced placement
X

.

ability gro up i ni-

x based instruction

x

_performance
individual ly prescribed instruction

X criterion referenced testing
X time based instruction
X norm referenced testing

....

continuous student progress
X age-grade student progress

student paced learning'
student selection of materials

X student selection of instructional methods
X teacher paced learning

__.

X teacher selection of materials
X teacher selection of instructional. methods
X materials .)ared learning

situational selection of pare, materials,
and methods

X

X

indiyidually_guided motivation
student involvement in instructional- decision

making
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A COMPONENT CHECK-LIST FOR The Leicestershire

School instructional Model

X

TEACHING METHODOLOGIES

i .

.

Cybernetic. Systems
computer assisted instruction

X audio-tutorial instruction
X

t:iol

l
instruction

X g2= r..v.

X computerized games

X auto-adjunct instruction
x lecture /assignment /feedback

X.

Idiosyncratic Systems
open laboratory experiences

X indCandent study
X self direCted learning _(fvee learner concept)
X learning contracts (contingency. m:,:'agementj

X . quest or project activity..

Group Inquiry Systems
inductive teaching

X '.simulation and games
X socio-drama and role playing

......___ ,.

collective inituiry

X

. .

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS

student self actualization

--- X self actualization of instructional personnel

X interilersoaal competence
communicationX

X teacher Horessionalism

COMMUNITY RESOURCE USE

X parental" involvement
non certfied professionals used in instruction

x
community facilities use
public agencies

X erivate agencies .

X community' controlled schools

X proprietary schools
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TABLE XIX A COMPONENT CHECK -LIST FOR The Leleef;tershire

0
A;

School. Instructional Model

X

EVALUATION snucruus

student evaluations
student self evaluation

X

multidimensional performance based
assessment by teachers

class achievement rankina by teacher
X no assessment

X
teacher evaluations

teacher self assessment

X
criteria based assessment by superior, peers,

and subordinates
intuition based administrative ratings

X no assessment

X

program evaluations
,;

program evaluatiim hosed on program objectives
r (cost effectiveness)

X
accountability assessment (evaluation of outcomes

a fLainst objective)

X
program evaluations based on standard student

achievement indice!;

intuitive administrative ratings of program
X no aSsessment
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SECTION III

The hew instructional models considered in Section II were contrasted

and compared in terms of their model emphasis. The manner in which space,

time, personnel, and curriculum were organized as well as, the form of method-

ology, and evaluation used helps one to discriminate among the eight. The

patterns of decision-making, the use of community resources and the emphasis

on socio-psychological factors allow for further comparison.

Although the author has justified the process by which the eight models

were determined to be distinct and.complete models of instruction, there

still remains the question of well, known "innovations" which are commonly

considered new instructional models. What about these innovations such as

Individually Prescribed Instructionlim- lhy are.they .considered to be elements
- -

of a model rather than new models injand of theMseives? Perhaps an example

using IPI will reduce some possible-confusion.

"Individually Prescribed InSttuction (IPI) as an instructional system,

. 1

represents one of the more interesting ways; of providing forthe'wide range

of diffetences that exist in any classroom,'" at least in the oPIhion of

Robert-G. Scanlon (1970). He lists six elements which distinguish this

component of instruction from those used in conventional schools.

1. Detailed specifications of educational objectives.

2. Organization of methods and materials to attain these objectives.

3. Careful determination of each pupil's present competence in a
given subject.

4.. Individual daily evaluation and guidance of each pupil.

5. Provision of frequent monitoring of student performance, in order
to inform both the pupilcand the teacher of progress toward an
objective.

6. Continual evaluation and strengthening of the Curriculum and
instructional procedures.
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Schools which have adopted the concept of Individually Prescribed

Instruction frequently also change schedules, staffing patterns, decision

making structures and teaching methodology. However, a careful study of

the literature, especially that which has been disseminated, from the

Learning Research and Development Center in Pittsburgh'indicated no empha-

sis in any other components than those dealing with the curriculum focus

and teaching methodology. As can be seen in Scanlon's definition the

concept does not provide a new instruCtional'model.

Other innovations which were identified, analyzed, and then determined

to not represent a new model of instruction are listed on Table XX. Many

of those found on Table XX can be found as a component of instruction in

the component check list of the previous section. The innovations are

keyed to the rather extensive bibliography for the benefit of the reader

interested, in a definition or explanation of a particular component.



TABLE XX

Innovative Sub-Components of Instructional Models

Space

Open Space School

Resource Centers

Educational Parks'

Out of ClaSsroom Education

Open Laboratories

Open Campus

Time
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8, 50, 51, 53, 75, 98, 149, 156

5,.50., 53, 98

25, 42, 137, 149

51, 75, 102, 108, 154, 171, 178, 203

3, 5, 8, 48, 51, 75, 90, 154

9, 42, 102, 178

Modular Scheduling: 49, 112, 141, 164, 179, 173, 193

Flexible Sched4ling- ' . 14, 49, 63, 89, 77, 112, 141, 145, 193

Block Scheduling 72,,15.9

Open 'sChedulea-,: 58, 90, 156, 178

39, 42, 131, 178, 196

70, 72, 179

EXtended School Year

Daily Demend.'Schedules

Staff

Differentiated Staffing 3, 21, 31, 32, 38, 45, 47, 54, 56
97, 104, i35, 184

Team Teaching 10, 66, 68, 84; 107, 110, 119, 129,
136, 156, 158, 160, 183

Teaching Aides 11, 54, 200

Tandem Teaching 175

Clinical Teachers 152

Teaching Interns 54, 113

Portal School 48

School-Within-a-School 112, 152

Community Schools 78, 86
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